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ABSTRACT 

 

The development of high average and peak power ultrashort pulsed fiber lasers is 

important for many critical research, industrial, and defense applications. However, the 

performance of mode-locked fiber oscillators still lags behind that of solid-state 

counterparts such as Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers. Despite the drawbacks in 

cost, size and required maintenance, Ti:sapphire remains the workhorse of ultrafast 

science. One of the remaining challenges for fiber lasers to overcome is their limited set of 

accessible wavelengths. Unfortunately, readily available ytterbium, erbium and thulium 

fiber lasers can produce coherent radiation only near 1, 1.55 and 2µm, respectively. There 

remain a significant number of wavelength regions that fiber lasers cannot address. In this 

thesis, novel fiber lasers producing ultrashort pulses at wavelengths not currently 

accessible with established active rare-earth-doped fibers are investigated. Our main 

approach is to use various nonlinear optical effects to generate new laser wavelengths. 

First, a watt-level synchronously pumped Raman fiber oscillator generating tens of 

nanojoules femtosecond pulses is demonstrated. Stimulated Raman scattering in a passive 

fiber within an oscillator cavity allows formation of Raman pulses that are spectrally 

redshifted with respect to the pump pulses. World-record output pulse energy and 

conversion efficiency have been achieved with our femtosecond Raman fiber laser design. 
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We have also demonstrated a high power, widely tunable all-fiber optical parametric 

oscillator (FOPO) based on four-wave mixing in a passive fiber. The FOPO is 

synchronously pumped with an Yb3+-doped mode-locked fiber laser working at ~1040nm. 

The FOPO produces ultrashort pulses tunable from 760 to 1560nm. Record pulse energy 

is generated at the output of the femtosecond FOPO. Depending on the configuration of 

the FOPO, the duration of produced pulses varies between 170fs and 3ps. This new laser 

source has similar performance to standard Ti:sa femtosecond lasers so it can potentially 

replace the latter in many applications.   

Ultrashort optical pulses in the mid-IR and long-IR range (2-20µm) have many 

important applications in gas sensing, counter-measures, etc. The realization of the 

ultrashort pulses in the mid-IR and long-IR wavelengths requires the use of free-space 

nonlinear crystals. An efficient mid-IR source based on difference frequency generation 

(DFG) in an AgGaS2 crystal using femtosecond erbium/thulium pump fiber laser has been 

proposed and demonstrated. The photon conversion efficiency of the pump wave (1.55µm) 

to idler wave (9.2µm) has been measured to be 16%, which is today a record for conversion 

of near-IR light radiation from fiber lasers to 9µm spectral range. Potentially the photon 

conversion efficiency can be increased up to 60% by using pump pulses having higher peak 

power. 

Finally, generation of supercontinuum (SC) light in the mid-IR spectral range is also 

demonstrated. It is well known that SC produced in standard optical fibers is limited to 

~6µm by material absorption. The liquid core optical fiber platform has been proposed to 

address this matter. Several highly nonlinear liquids have minimal absorption in the mid-
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IR wavelength range, which potentially allows us to create broadband SC light in this 

spectral region. SC generation up to 2.4µm in an integrated hollow core optical fiber filled 

with CS2 has been demonstrated. Further development of the liquid core optical fiber 

platform should allow generation of the SC covering wavelengths beyond 6µm. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Ultrafast science is a relatively new and rapidly growing field. Major research areas 

within ultrafast sciences include studies of ultrafast phenomena in molecules or atoms [1], 

generation of coherent extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light [2], filamentation [3], frequency-

comb spectroscopy [4], etc. Ultrafast science is not only limited to scientific research, but 

is also found in many industrial applications like micromachining [5], multiphoton imaging 

[6], coherent anti-Stoke Raman scattering (CARS) spectroscopy and microscopy [7], 

medicine [8] and telecommunications [9].  

Today the Ti:Sapphire solid state laser is the workhorse of the ultrafast field. 

Ti:Sapphire laser systems produce intense femtosecond pulses at ~800nm wavelength with 

record peak power and shortest pulse duration [10]. These laser systems can be found in 

many scientific laboratories worldwide. While they have undeniably great output 

characteristics, these solid state laser systems have many disadvantages. The Ti:sapphire 

laser is very bulky, complicated, expensive and requires constant maintenance. It is fairly 

simple for a person with special training to operate a Ti:sapphire laser in a laboratory 

environment, but many applications require continuous and stable laser operation for long 
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periods of time without maintenance. For this reason, Ti:sapphire  ultrafast lasers are not 

that attractive for most of these applications. 

Over the past two decades fiber laser technology has advanced remarkably and ultrafast 

lasers operating in the near-IR spectral region based on ytterbium [11], erbium [12] and 

thulium [13] doped active fibers have replaced solid state lasers in many applications. 

Many of the components used in fiber lasers have been previously developed for mass 

production for telecommunications, thereby significantly decreasing the price for fiber 

lasers. Due to the nature of optical fiber, fiber lasers do not require beam alignment and 

high maintenance. Since the light propagates entirely inside the optical fiber, which can be 

coiled to have very small volume, fiber laser systems are significantly more compact 

compared to solid-state lasers. These properties drive the development of new fiber laser 

sources to address other applications that still use solid state laser systems; in particular, 

femtosecond solid state optical parametric oscillators (OPO) pumped by Ti:sapphire lasers 

[14]. Such an OPO produces femtosecond pulses typically tunable from ultraviolet (UV) 

to mid-infrared (mid-IR) wavelengths. Aside from the complicated, bulky and expensive 

solid state pump laser, the OPO itself requires active stabilization, which makes the system 

even more sophisticated and expensive. To be able to address applications that require 

tunable or specific wavelength femtosecond pulses with the fiber laser sources it is 

necessary to use nonlinear frequency conversion. Today, commercially available fiber 

lasers based on ytterbium, erbium and thulium active fibers can produce radiation only at 

around 1, 1.55 and 2 m.  All other spectral regions of interest are not directly accessible 

with fiber lasers. 
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This thesis is focused on the development of ultrafast fiber laser sources that produce 

femtosecond pulses at wavelengths not accessible with the conventional rare-earth-doped 

active fibers. In Chapter 2, two schemes for a mode-locked (ML) fiber laser oscillator are 

discussed, based on (1) the semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [15] and 

(2) a fiber taper embedded in a single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) composite [16]. 

The output of these oscillators is further used as seed signals in fiber amplifiers in the 

following experimental work. 

In Chapter 3, a watt level synchronously pumped Raman fiber oscillator generating 

intense Raman dissipative solitons (RDS) is proposed and investigated [17]. A record pulse 

energy, average power and conversion efficiency are shown for the femtosecond Raman 

oscillator. The Raman oscillator is pumped by a picosecond Yb3+-doped fiber laser. It 

produces highly chirped Raman pulses with energy up to 18nJ, average power of 0.76W 

and conversion slope efficiency of 88%. The pulse duration is measured to be 147fs after 

external compression. Two different regimes of operation of the laser were observed: 

coherent and noise-like. Both regimes were experimentally characterized. Numerical 

simulations are in a good agreement with experimental results. It is shown in numerical 

simulations that a significant scaling up of the average power and the pulse energy can be 

achieved with a larger mode area fiber and longer pump pulses. The tuning range of the 

Raman oscillator is limited by the spectral bandwidth of the Raman gain. However, 

cascading of the Raman signal, different pump wavelengths or different fiber can be used 

to create Raman gain anywhere in the near-IR wavelength range. Such source is great for 
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applications which require femtosecond pulses at fixed wavelength that are not accessible 

with rare-earth-doped active fibers. 

Parametric mixing in fiber unlike stimulated Raman scattering can provide signal gain 

at an extremely large spectral bandwidth. In Chapter 4, a synchronously pumped fiber 

optical parametric oscillator (FOPO) is experimentally and numerically investigated. A 

novel design of the FOPO pumped with a picosecond ytterbium fiber laser is proposed 

allowing the production of intense (1-6nJ) femtosecond/picosecond pulses tunable from 

750nm to 1600nm. This design utilizes an all normal dispersion cavity, which makes it 

possible to generate high energy dissipative solitons at the output of the FOPO. The 

difference between signal and idler resonant schemes is analyzed. It is found that the pulses 

that are on resonance acquire a significant amount of chirp in the FOPO cavity and their 

duration is several picoseconds (resonant pulse duration can be externally compressed to 

below 200fs), while the non-resonant pulses have a transform limited temporal shape with 

a picosecond pulse duration. This fiber laser system is an ideal source for 

multiphoton/CARS imaging where tunable femtosecond/picosecond pulses are required. 

FOPO is a more complicated system compared to a Raman laser, but it provides a large 

wavelength tunability.  

Chapter 3 and 4 discuss the generation of ultrashort pulses in fiber lasers in the near-

IR wavelength range, but many important applications require ultrafast light sources in the 

mid-IR and long-IR wavelength ranges. Unfortunately, the available fibers today have too 

much absorption above 6µm and free space optics and nonlinear crystals must be used to 

create signal gain at longer wavelengths.  In Chapter 5, various reported schemes producing 
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mid-IR ultrashort pulses are analyzed and compared. A novel difference frequency 

generation (DFG) scheme is reported and investigated. A mid-IR frequency comb spanning 

from 7.5 to 11.6µm at the  -20dB level using DFG in an AgGaS2 crystal with a compact 

erbium/thulium fiber light source is demonstrated [18].  The power of the mid-IR signal 

was measured to be 1.55mW and the photon conversion efficiency is 16%. The pulse 

duration achieved in the mid-IR range is estimated to be around 80fs, which corresponds 

to 2.6 optical cycles at the 9.2µm center wavelength. The current approach allows simple 

power scaling by further amplification of the pump and signal pulses using established 

fiber amplifier technologies. The estimated average power that can be achieved with the 

AgGaS2 crystal is ~300mW. Other nonlinear crystals with higher linear and nonlinear 

damage threshold can be used to further increase the average output power of the pulses at 

mid-IR wavelengths.  

Chapters 3-5 are focused on the development of the new fiber-based light sources that 

produce ultrashort pulses at near-IR to long-IR wavelengths. One of the very important 

applications of such source is the generation of a supercontinuum (SC) light. In Chapter 6, 

different approaches for the generation of SC light are discussed. A novel approach to 

supercontinuum generation using the integrated liquid core optical fiber (LCOF) platform 

is presented. This platform allows to utilize highly nonlinear liquids that are transparent at 

>6µm unlike solid core fibers. SC generation in a 16cm long integrated LCOF filled with 

neat carbon disulfide (CS2) is reported [19]. The LCOF was pumped with compact mode-

locked fiber lasers operating near 1560nm and 1910nm. The supercontinuum spanned from 

1460nm to 2100nm and from 1790nm to 2400nm at the -20 dB level for 1560nm and 
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1910nm pump wavelengths, respectively. The spectral broadening extended mostly to 

longer wavelengths due to the high Raman contribution to the nonlinear optical response 

of CS2. The experimental results are in good agreement with numerical simulations. To the 

best of my knowledge, this is the first work to use integrating LCOF for generating SC 

light at mid-IR wavelengths. I believe that having zero dispersion wavelength of the LCOF 

close to the pump wavelength will significantly broaden the supercontinuum to 

applications at longer wavelengths [20].  

In this thesis several approaches are presented on the generation of femtosecond pulses 

using fiber laser sources at new wavelengths not accessible with standard rare-earth-doped 

fibers. Depending on the requirements (pulse duration, center wavelength, tunability) one 

or another approach can be used to address the needs of the application. In this thesis I 

demonstrate that fiber lasers can indeed compete with solid state laser systems in terms of 

output parameters, while also providing better beam quality, ease of maintenance and being 

significantly cheaper.  
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CHAPTER 2: 

MODE-LOCKED FIBER OSCILLATORS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Generation of ultrashort pulses at the output of a laser requires mode-locking (ML) [1], 

where longitudinal modes of the laser are phase-locked. Due to constructive and destructive 

interference of the modes, the laser emits distinctive optical pulses separated by the time 

period it takes for the optical pulses to travel the roundtrip of the laser cavity. The duration 

of the pulses is defined by the spectral bandwidth of the all longitudinal modes that lie 

within the gain bandwidth of the laser [1]. Since the early demonstration of mode-locked 

lasers [2] there has been intensive research and technology development of these ultrafast 

lasers. The most widely known femtosecond mode-locked laser is based on the 

titanium:sapphire gain medium with Kerr-lensing as the mode-locking mechanism [3]. 

Although these lasers have been quite reliable, providing very short pulse duration directly 

from the oscillator, they have drawbacks since they are expensive, bulky and require 

continuous maintenance. Fiber lasers, on the other hand, offer inexpensive, robust, low 

maintenance, alignment free, and compact ultrafast sources. The physics behind mode-

locking in fiber lasers is now well understood. Cavity dispersion influences the pulse 

duration at the fiber laser output and various dispersion schemes have been exploited: 

soliton [4], dispersion managed soliton [5], similariton [6] and dissipative soliton [7]. 
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Oscillators operating in the soliton regime use fiber with an anomalous dispersion profile. 

The advantage of the soliton regime is that pulses at the output of the oscillator have a 

transform limited temporal pulse shape. On the other hand, the energy per soliton pulse is 

limited to ~100pJ; transform limited pulses have high peak power leading to the 

accumulation of significant impairments from nonlinear effects, which cause pulse 

breaking [8]. 

 Oscillators operating in the dispersion managed soliton regime consist of sections of 

fiber with normal and anomalous dispersion. The net cavity dispersion of such an oscillator 

is still anomalous and solitons are generated at the output. The performance of this 

oscillator is not significantly different from that of the soliton oscillator, and for this reason, 

a dispersion managed soliton oscillator is typically called a soliton oscillator. The pulses 

are “breathing” in this regime: they are dispersed in normal dispersion fiber and then regain 

their transform limited pulse shape in the anomalous dispersion fiber. The accumulation of 

nonlinear effects in the dispersion managed soliton laser is slightly smaller than in the 

soliton laser, allowing higher pulse energy to be produced at the output of the oscillator.  

Significantly higher energy pulses at the output of the fiber oscillator have been 

demonstrated in the similariton regime. A similariton laser contains normal dispersion fiber 

and a dispersive delay line (DDL) with anomalous dispersion. Optical pulses are highly 

dispersed in the normal dispersion fiber and then compressed in the DDL. To be able to 

generate high energy pulses it is necessary to have very small nonlinearities in the DDL; a 

free space grating pair is typically used for this purpose. With careful design of the 

similariton laser it is possible to produce close to transform limited pulses at the output [9].  
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Another regime producing high energy pulses is the dissipative soliton regime, where the 

oscillator can be built in an all-fiber configuration [10]. The dissipative soliton regime does 

not use a DDL element, but the pulses at the output are highly chirped. The dissipative 

solitons are highly chirped throughout the oscillator and never approach a transform limited 

pulse shape, unlike in the similariton laser. The dissipative solitons can then be compressed 

externally with a grating pair. Due to the large chirp of the optical pulses, and therefore 

low peak power, the pulses of the dissipative soliton and similariton lasers acquire 

significantly less nonlinear phase shift and can produce much higher pulse energies at their 

outputs compared to soliton and dispersion-managed soliton lasers. Tens of nanoJoules 

pulse energies have been demonstrated in similariton [6], [11] and dissipative soliton lasers 

[12]–[14]. The main focus of this thesis is developing ultrafast fiber sources at previously 

unavailable wavelengths rather than scaling the output pulse energies at already accessible 

wavelengths.  Therefore, we will limit the detailed discussion only to the soliton laser that 

was used in the experimental work described in the following chapters.  

Several mode-locking techniques have been developed such as the semiconductor 

saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [15], [16], nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE)[17], 

carbon nanotube saturable absorbers [18], [19], and graphene based saturable absorbers 

[20], [21]. ML fiber lasers based on the NPE are not robust due to thermal variations of the 

birefringence of the fiber, thereby requiring frequent polarization adjustment, which makes 

it complicated to operate in a non-laboratory environment. SESAM based ML fiber lasers, 

on the other hand, are very tolerant of environmental perturbations, but suffer from optical 

damage of the SESAM after extended operation [22]. To avoid this problem, the location 
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of the SESAM must be changed by several micrometers about every 1000 hours. In the last 

section of this chapter a SESAM based ML ytterbium fiber oscillator producing picosecond 

pulses at 1030nm wavelength will be discussed. Further, this oscillator is used in a 

synchronously pumped Raman fiber laser, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.  

More recently ultrafast fiber lasers have been demonstrated utilizing carbon nanotubes 

[18], [19] and graphene [20], [21]  SA mode-locking mechanisms. However, it has been 

shown that ML fiber lasers based on graphene and carbon nanotubes SAs show similar 

performance; thus we will limit the discussion only to a single walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNT) saturable absorber. After the first demonstration of the mode-locking of the fiber 

lasers via carbon nanotubes, the fiber taper embedded in single walled carbon nanotube 

(SWCNT) composite was developed [23]. The latter has a clear advantage owing to its 

high damage threshold and all-fiber construction. The evanescent field of the optical pulses 

traveling through the fiber taper interacts with the surrounding SWCNTs, with the power 

fraction in the evanescent field controlled by the geometry of the taper. These fiber-tapered 

carbon nanotube saturable absorbers (FTCNT SA) are not strongly affected by the outside 

perturbations and cannot be easily damaged due to heat dissipation in a relatively long 

region. This makes FTCNT SA very attractive for constructing reliable ultrafast fiber 

lasers.  

The role of the SA in a mode-locked fiber laser has not been experimentally 

investigated thoroughly to date. It is assumed that the output characteristics of mode-locked 

fiber lasers are mainly determined by the cavity net dispersion and nonlinearity while the 

SA just helps initiate and stabilize the mode-locking regime [6]. It has been shown that 
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pulse duration at the laser output is independent of the modulation depth of the SA with 

slow recovery time when the laser is operated in the soliton mode-locking regime and the 

saturation energy of the saturable absorber is much smaller than the energy of the soliton 

[24], [25]. Later, it has been discussed that the higher modulation depth of the SA only 

helps prevent continuum breakthrough from happening [26]. These theoretical results were 

based on the Haus’ master equation [1] and the loss of the SA was assumed to be low. In 

the next section of this chapter the role of the modulation depth of a slow SA with large 

saturable losses in a soliton mode-locked fiber laser is discussed. By adjusting the 

parameters of the SA, control over the output laser characteristics for a given cavity 

(dispersion and nonlinear effects are fixed) can be obtained. This work provides a 

comprehensive guideline for designing a soliton mode-locked fiber laser with required 

output spectral bandwidth and pulse duration [27]. This oscillator is used in fiber optical 

parametric oscillator (Chapter 4), difference frequency generation (Chapter 5), and 

supercontinuum generation experiments (Chapter 6). 

 

2.2 MODE-LOCKED FIBER LASER BASED ON CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

In this work the characteristics of a mode-locked fiber ring laser with FTCNT SA were 

thoroughly studied. The design of the SA was reported in Ref. [23]. There are three main 

parameters that characterize the SA: the recovery time, the linear insertion loss, and the 

nonlinear loss (modulation depth). The excited state lifetime of SWCNT was measured to 

be 800 fs [28], which is about one order of magnitude larger than the shortest pulse duration 

in our experiment. Thus, we can consider the SA to be slow. The modulation depth of the 
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SA can be adjusted by changing the concentration of SWCNT or the geometry of the fiber-

taper. Four FTCNT SAs were delivered by KPhotonics with similar taper geometry but 

different concentration of the carbon nanotubes. The total loss of these SAs was measured 

to be 30, 57, 80 and 95%. The transmission of the SA can be described by the exponential 

function: 𝑇 = exp[−𝑙(𝛼𝑙 + 𝛼𝑛)], where 𝑙 – effective fiber-taper length, 𝛼𝑙,𝛼𝑛 – linear and 

nonlinear absorption coefficients. We experimentally estimated 𝛼𝑛 to be about one third of 

the total absorption coefficient for all SAs. The linear and the saturable losses are 

proportional to SWCNT concentration, therefore, the SAs with lower total optical 

transmission have higher modulation depth.  

The schematic diagram of the mode-locked fiber ring laser is shown in Fig. 2.1. The 

output parameters (spectrum, average power, and pulse duration) were measured for the 

fiber oscillator for each of the four SAs. The net group velocity dispersion (GVD) in the 

Fig. 2.1. The schematic diagram of the mode-locked fiber ring oscillator. 
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cavity was varied in the range from 0 to -0.25ps2, which was controlled by the length of 

the SMF 28 fiber with anomalous dispersion at 1550nm. The total length of fiber optic 

oscillator was varied between 4 and 14 meters. The isolator in the cavity provided 

unidirectional signal propagation. Pump radiation from a laser diode at 976nm was 

delivered via a WDM coupler to counter pump ~3 meters of Er3+-doped active fiber with 

normal dispersion value at 1550nm. Counter pumping eliminated residual pump radiation 

at the laser output, while the 20% fused fiber coupler was used to deliver signal to the laser 

output.  

We investigated the output pulse characteristics of the mode-locked fiber ring laser at 

various values of the net cavity GVD. Four measurements were done (corresponding to 

four SAs) for each net cavity dispersion value. First of all, we found that the modulation 

Fig. 2.2. Spectrum of the pulses measured at the output of the erbium ML fiber oscillator 

with different SAs at net GVD of -0.03 ps2. 
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depth of the SA significantly affected the pulse duration and the spectral bandwidth of the 

signal at the laser output for small net cavity dispersion values (Fig 2.2, 2.3). It has been 

observed that the net GVD influenced the stability of the mode-locking operation of the 

fiber laser. Close to zero net dispersion, the oscillator was not working stably for all SAs. 

(Fig. 2.3). The instabilities were also present at higher negative net GVD for SAs with total 

loss of 95 and 80%. Thus, strong SAs are not good for mode-locking with large cavity 

dispersion. 

 

Fig. 2.3. Mode-locking windows for different saturable absorbers and net cavity 

dispersions. The regions in gray color are unstable. Lower points characterize mode-

locking threshold, higher points characterize the laser right before pulse breaking or 

continuum breakthrough. 
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Fig. 2.4. Autocorrelation trace of the ML fiber laser with 95% loss SA and net cavity GVD    

of -0.025ps2. 

Fig. 2.5. Experimental points of the minimum pulse duration of the fiber laser with net 

GVD of -0.03ps2 vs. estimated modulation depth for each SA. 
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The pulse duration at the output of the fiber laser varied from ~100 fs (Fig. 2.4) to ~1 

ps for different values of net GVD and modulation depth of the SA. With higher SA 

modulation depth, we were able to get larger spectral bandwidth (Fig. 2.2) and shorter pulse 

duration of the soliton pulses from the ML fiber oscillator with a fixed net GVD. The pulse 

duration of the laser with net GVD of -0.03ps2 and high modulation depth SA was shorter 

by a factor of ~4 compared to a low modulation depth SA, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The effect 

of the SA modulation depth was not as significant on the pulse width for net cavity 

dispersions lower than -0.01 ps2 (Fig. 2.3).  

Fig. 2.6. Mode-locking windows for the laser with SA loss of 57% for different values of 

the VOA. Lower points characterize mode-locking threshold, higher points characterize 

the laser right before pulse breaking or continuum breakthrough. (a), (b) – Output power. 

(c), (d) – signal spectral bandwidth. (a), (c) – net GVD -0.03 ps2. (b), (d) – net GVD -

0.06ps2. 
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A variable optical attenuator (VOA) was inserted in the cavity in order to verify that 

the spectral broadening of the signal at the laser output depends on the modulation depth 

of the SA and not on the total cavity losses. The VOA was spliced between the isolator and 

the SA. The VOA loss was varied between 12% to 83%. For losses higher than 83% the 

laser was unstable. For this part of the experiment we used the SA with a total loss of 57%. 

We observed that the signal spectral bandwidth decreased with higher loss of the VOA 

(Fig.2.6c, d). On the other hand, when we used the SA with higher linear and saturable 

losses the bandwidth increased. Thus, the higher saturable loss is responsible for higher 

spectral bandwidth and shorter pulse duration of the solitons at the output of the oscillator. 

We have identified the role that the SA plays on the pulse duration and the stability of 

the laser (mode-locking window), but we have not yet discussed the processes associated 

with pulse breaking, which limits the shortest pulse duration at the output of the fiber 

oscillator. Based on the Haus’ Master Equation, the solution in the soliton mode-locking 

regime is known and the pulse duration can be estimated by following formula: 𝝉 =
𝟒|𝑫|

𝜹𝑬
, 

where 𝑫 is the net cavity GVD, 𝑬 is the pulse energy, and 𝜹 is the self-phase modulation 

(SPM) coefficient. The shortest achievable pulse duration in a particular soliton laser (fixed 

𝑫 and 𝜹) is limited by the onset of pulse breaking where the single pulse in the cavity splits 

into two pulses or a continuous wave breakthrough phenomenon occurs [26]. By increasing 

the pulse energy the pulse duration becomes shorter and the spectral bandwidth increases. 

At this point the optical pulse starts to experience significant losses associated with the 

limited gain bandwidth of the Er3+-doped fiber. Here two different effects can occur:  either 
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the pulse breaks into two pulses (double pulsing) with lower energy and narrower spectral 

bandwidth or CW signal breakthrough occurs (Fig.2.7). Double pulsing will occur first if 

the pulse energy is at least two times larger than the pulse energy at the threshold. If the 

pulse energy is still low, then the laser cannot support double pulsing and CW signal 

breakthrough will happen first (laser creates another signal to reduce the energy of the 

soliton). Interestingly, if we further increase the pump power the CW signal breakthrough 

regime will switch to double pulsing, but not otherwise. Based on our experimental 

observations, double pulsing is likely to happen at higher net negative GVD values. Close 

to zero dispersion we first observed the continuum breakthrough and only after that the 

double pulsing regime (Fig. 2.7). This observation agrees well with the soliton pulse 

duration formula above. Close to zero dispersion the pulse duration is shorter (spectral 

bandwidth larger) and losses from limited gain bandwidth come into play at much lower 

pulse energies.  

In summary, the role of the saturable absorber in a soliton mode-locked fiber laser was 

experimentally investigated. We showed that the modulation depth significantly affected 

the shortest pulse duration that could be achieved in a given cavity design (cavity 

dispersion and nonlinearity) close to zero net cavity dispersion. By adjusting the 

modulation depth of the SA, we were able to vary the output pulse duration by a factor of 

4 for a given cavity. We also observed instabilities in the mode-locked laser with strong 

SA at high negative cavity dispersion values. This work provides comprehensive 

guidelines for constructing ML fiber oscillator for future experiments.  
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2.3 SESAM MODE-LOCKED FIBER OSCILLATOR 

 

In the previous section a soliton ML oscillator at 1.55µm based on SWCNTs SA was 

characterized. Another very common SA used in the ML fiber lasers is the semiconductor 

saturable absorber mirror. SESAM has a Bragg mirror structure, which is typically a 

GaAs/AlGaAs layers grown on the GaAs substrate (Fig. 2.8) [29]. This structure also has 

a layer of InGaAs, often a quantum well, to create a nonlinear absorption. To achieve mode-

locking of the fiber laser the SESAM is attached to the end face of the fiber in the fiber 

oscillator. Thus, the SESAM plays a role as a one of the cavity mirrors and the SA at the 

same time. The active area of the SESAM is defined by the optical mode of the fiber, which 

Fig. 2.7. The dynamics of the laser spectrum at different values of pump power for the 

cavity with SA loss of 57% and net GVD of -0.03 ps2. 
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typically has a diameter of 6µm at ~1µm wavelength. The interaction length between the 

optical pulses and the nonlinear material is 10-100nm (determined by the thickness of the 

InGaAs layer) as to compared 1-2cm in a fiber tapered SA described in the previous 

section.  Therefore, all heat dissipation happens in a tiny volume defined by the thickness 

of the nonlinear layer and the area of the fiber mode. This leads to degradation of the 

SESAM over time [22]. The initiation of the ML operation of the fiber laser contributes 

the most to the degradation of the SESAM [30]; before stable ML operation is achieved 

the laser produces Q-switched pulses with very high peak power, which can induce damage 

of the saturable absorber. 

The dispersion of the silica fiber at ~1µm is normal and to achieve soliton formation in 

the ytterbium ML oscillator it is required to have a chirped FBG [31] or photonic crystal 

fiber with an anomalous dispersion profile [32]. In this experiment PM980-XP fiber from 

Corning with dispersion value of 2.4·10-26 s2/m was used to construct the ML ytterbium 

Fig. 2.8. Structure of a typical SESAM for operation around 1064 nm. On a GaAs substrate, 

a GaAs/AlGaAs Bragg mirror is grown. Within the top layers, there is an InGaAs quantum 

well absorber layer, which may be e.g. 10 nm thick. 
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fiber oscillator (Fig. 2.9). The total length of the oscillator is 2.41 meters and the cavity 

dispersion is 0.116 ps2. A chirped FBG with -3.75 ps2 anomalous dispersion was used to 

compensate for the contribution of positive chirp from the optical fiber. A 980/1030 WDM 

is used to deliver the pump light at 980nm to the oscillator to pump Yb3+-doped active 

fiber. A fiber optic isolator was spliced after the chirped FBG to eliminate any back 

reflection to the cavity. All fiber components used in the oscillator are polarization 

maintaining. 

Fig. 2.9. The schematic diagram of the ML ytterbium oscillator. 

 

Fig. 2.10. Spectrum of the optical pulses at 1030nm measured at the output of the ytterbium 

ML fiber oscillator. 
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The oscillator produces optical pulses at 1030nm (Fig. 2.10) with an average power of 

~2mW and 43MHz repetition rate. The autocorrelation of the optical pulses was measured 

at the output of the ytterbium fiber oscillator (Fig. 2.11); the pulse duration was estimated 

to be ~4.4ps. Different values of the chirp and the spectral bandwidth of the FBG can be 

used to manipulate the output pulse duration. The output signal from the ytterbium 

oscillator was further amplified for synchronously pumping the high power Raman 

oscillator presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

HIGH POWER SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED  

FEMTOSECOND RAMAN FIBER LASER 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the past two decades fiber laser technology has advanced remarkably and lasers 

operating in the near-IR spectral region based on ytterbium, erbium and thulium doped 

active fibers have replaced solid state lasers in many applications. However, existing rare-

earth-doped active fibers leave a significant portion of the near-IR wavelength band 

uncovered and the development of compact and robust fiber light sources at these 

wavelengths is still ongoing. Stimulated Raman scattering [1]–[4] in a passive fiber can be 

used to create signal gain at spectral regions not accessible with established rare-earth-

doped active fibers. Raman fiber sources are already found in various applications such as 

multiphoton microscopy [1], laser guide stars [2], and pump sources for erbium lasers [3]. 

Raman scattering is an optical effect that arises from the interaction between optical 

photons and resonant vibrations (optical phonons) of atoms in molecules (in a gas or liquid) 

or in a lattice of a dense medium. An incoming “pump” photon scattering off a vibrating 

lattice/molecule can be frequency downshifted by giving a portion of its energy to the 

molecule/lattice (Stokes wave) or frequency upshifted by taking up the energy from the 
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molecule/lattice (anti-Stokes wave) (Fig. 3.1). Due to the small number of optical phonons 

in the excited vibrational state at room temperature, the generation of the anti-Stokes wave 

is very weak compared to the generation of the Stokes wave. Spontaneous Raman 

scattering is negligible at low pump powers, however, the process can become stimulated 

at higher pump power levels resulting in significant conversion of pump photons into 

Stokes photons. Photon conversion efficiency of more than 95% has been demonstrated in 

a continuous wave (CW) Raman laser [4]. Stimulated Raman scattering is prevalent in 

optical fibers owing to the strong confinement of the optical field and the long interaction 

length. For that reason, optical fiber is a great platform for building Raman-based light 

sources. 

Generation of ultrashort optical pulses in a Raman laser can be achieved using a 

synchronous pumping scheme with a mode-locked (ML) pump laser [5]–[10] or with a CW 

pump laser and a saturable absorber (SA) [11]–[14]. The latter is typically called an ML 

Raman laser. The main difference between ultrafast Raman fiber lasers and standard ML 

Fig. 3.1. (a) – Schematic description of the Raman scattering phenomenon. (b) – Energy 

diagram of the Raman scattering in the medium. 
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lasers based on rare-earth-doped active fiber is the gain mechanism, but pulse evolution 

inside a laser cavity should be similar. For example, standard ML fiber lasers and Raman 

ML fiber lasers can operate in the soliton [7], [8], [15] or the dissipative soliton regimes 

[9]–[13], [16]. The key advantage of the dissipative soliton regime is the ability to produce 

pulses with energies several orders of magnitude larger than for the standard soliton regime 

[17]. This matter was discussed in more detail in the previous chapter. ML fiber lasers 

operating in the normal dispersion regime with output pulse energies of tens of nanojoules 

have been demonstrated [18], [19].  

Raman dissipative solitons (RDS) were first reported by Aguergaray et al. [11]. The 

authors demonstrated RDS with 22nJ pulse energy in a ML Raman fiber laser, but the 

efficiency was only 0.1% and the compressed pulse duration was quite long (~6ps). Such 

a low efficiency is common for ML Raman lasers with CW pumping due to the short 

excited state lifetime of the optical phonons. The lifetime of the optical phonons in a silica 

medium is only ~100fs, which is 10 orders of magnitude shorter compared to the lifetime 

of the metastable state of the rare-earth elements. In other words, for the Stokes signal to 

get amplified via SRS in silica fiber it should temporally overlap with the pump light as 

compared to the rare-earth amplifying media, which can store the energy in the excited 

state with the signal light being amplified milliseconds later.  

Synchronous pumping is a more attractive technique for generating RDS because it 

typically provides much higher power conversion efficiency. Although, it comes at the 

expense of the synchronization requirement, i.e. the roundtrip time of the Raman pulses in 

the cavity should be an integer multiple of the roundtrip time of the pump pulses in their 
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own cavity. RDS with synchronous pumping has been shown just recently [9], [10]. The 

authors demonstrated RDS with 5nJ energy and ~24mW average power from a 

synchronously pumped laser, where the Raman and ytterbium pump lasers shared a 

common cavity. This design requires a long cavity in order to first generate dissipative 

solitons at the pump wavelength. Due to the long cavity length, and therefore low repetition 

rate, the average output power of the Stokes wave was still quite small.  

In this work, a synchronously pumped femtosecond Raman laser operating in the 

normal dispersion regime producing RDS with energy of up to 18nJ and average power of 

0.76W is demonstrated. After compression, the RDS duration is measured to be 147fs. In 

this work record power conversion efficiency of 88% and record energy for the 

femtosecond Raman lasers was achieved. The Raman laser can operate in either coherent 

or noise-like (NL) regimes. We experimentally characterized both regimes: the optical 

spectrum, autocorrelation, radio frequency (RF) spectrum and the relative intensity noise 

(RIN) were measured. Numerical simulation results for the synchronously pumped Raman 

laser are in good agreement with experimental observations. It was possible to dramatically 

increase the average output power of the RDS compared to previously reported results [10] 

due to the Raman cavity’s independence from the pump laser cavity, which allowed us to 

achieve a much higher pulse repetition rate. Such an approach can be applied to producing 

high average power, high energy femtosecond pulses at unestablished near-IR wavelengths 

by cascading the Stokes signal [20], using different pump wavelengths and/or Raman fiber, 

such as dispersion shifted, photonic crystal or phosphosilicate fiber [21]. In addition, the 
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reported scheme is a good approach to converting a picosecond pump laser into a 

broadband femtosecond source with high peak power.  

 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

The experimental diagram of the synchronously pumped Raman fiber laser is shown in 

Fig. 3.2. First, we built a high power polarization maintaining (PM) picosecond Yb3+-

doped fiber laser at 1030nm [22] as the pump source for our Raman laser. A PM fiber-

coupled variable delay line was spliced inside the mode-locked ytterbium oscillator for 

synchronization purpose with the Raman laser cavity. The ytterbium oscillator based on a 

semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) and a chirped fiber Bragg grating 

(FBG) produced 4ps soliton pulses with 2mW average power and 43MHz repetition rate, 

and was discussed in the previous chapter. Next, the 1030nm pump pulses were scaled up 

using an Yb3+-doped fiber preamplifier and a high power double-cladding pumped Yb3+-

doped fiber amplifier to a few watts average output power. The pump laser was coupled 

into the Raman laser cavity using free space optics. A free-space isolator was used to avoid 

back-reflection to the high power Yb3+-doped amplifier. A fused 1030/1080 nm fiber 

WDM was used to deliver the pump light into the cavity as well as to act as a bandpass 

filter in the Raman laser cavity. An 85% PM fused fiber coupler was used as the output 

coupler for the Raman laser. The whole laser system uses PM fiber components. Since the 

Raman gain is highly polarization dependent [23] it is important to have an all-PM system 

for low noise and environmentally stable laser operation. All the fiber used in the Raman 

laser is PM980-XP fiber (Corning Inc.) with an estimated total cavity dispersion of 
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0.102ps2. The total length of the Raman laser is 4.73m; the roundtrip time of the Raman 

pulses is exactly matched to roundtrip time of the pump pulses in the Yb3+ oscillator by 

adjusting the variable delay line. An optical isolator inside the Raman laser cavity is not 

necessary for stable laser operation since the pump pulses transfer their energy to the 

Raman pulses as they travel along in the same direction. 

Coherent Raman oscillation was easily observed as soon as cavity synchronization was 

achieved and the average pump power was above 100mW. The maximum average output 

power from the Raman laser was ~0.76W (corresponding to ~18nJ pulse energy) at 0.96W 

coupled pump power. The slope efficiency of the Raman laser in the coherent regime is 

measured to be 88% (Fig. 3.3); the pump and Raman pulses were separated at the laser 

output with a long-pass filter, Edmund Optics #66-232. Higher output power can be 

Fig. 3.2. Schematic diagram of the PM Yb3+-doped pump fiber laser at 1030nm, the 

synchronously pumped Raman laser and the free space grating compressor. 
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achieved by increasing the pump power but the Raman pulses then start to show signs of 

wave-breaking due to the appreciable accumulation of nonlinear phase shift in the cavity. 

The output spectrum has a “batman”-like spectrum shape (Fig. 3.4). This spectrum is an 

expected result of optical pulse propagation in the normal dispersion fiber. The temporal 

duration of the Raman pulses was estimated (using an intensity autocorrelator) to be 7.1ps 

and 8ps at output pulse energies of 11 and 18 nJ, respectively (Fig. 3.5(a)). The Raman 

pulses were externally compressed with a pair of transmission gratings (Fig. 3.5(b)). The 

gratings were not optimally designed for operation at 1080nm, which provided total 

transmission of only 55% for 4 passes. We were able to compress 11nJ coherent RDS down 

to 133fs. The zero-phase Fourier transform calculation of the spectrum provides 110fs 

pulse duration, which is quite close to our measured pulse duration. RDS with 18nJ pulse 

energy were already distorted, characterized by the spectrum having significant modulation 

and the second Raman peak starting to grow, and the compression was not as good 

Fig. 3.3. Output power and pulse energy of the Raman laser vs pump power. 
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compared to 11nJ pulses. It is important to note that the Raman laser operates stably 

without the need to adjust the temporal delay line; due to the long highly chirped pulses 

(several picoseconds) environmental instabilities leading to cavity length fluctuation do 

not affect the synchronization condition once set. 

Fig. 3.4. Measured spectra of the coherent Raman pulses at 0.6 and 0.96 W pump powers 

(corresponding to 11 and 18nJ RDS energies) and NL pulses at 0.96W pump power. 

Fig. 3.5. (a) – Measured autocorrelation traces of the coherent and NL Raman pulses right 

at the output of the Raman laser and (b) – after external compression. 
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Interestingly, the Raman laser could operate in another regime which we have 

identified as the noise-like regime by tuning the delay line away from optimal coherent 

operation by ~2ps (corresponding to a ~0.4mm cavity length change). Noisy pulses are 

generated in the NL regime [24], [25], and these pulses do not compress cleanly to close 

to transform-limited pulse duration. The NL pulses still have partial coherence [25] and a 

certain level of compression of the pulses was achieved. It is not straightforward to 

distinguish between these two regimes because a clean and smooth spectrum at the output 

of the NL laser is generated in both cases. The most obvious indication of the NL regime 

is the presence of a narrow spike with a broad background in the autocorrelation trace (Fig. 

3.5(a)). The autocorrelation trace measured after the grating compressor has very strong 

pedestals as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Interestingly, the efficiency of the NL Raman laser was 

measured to be 92%. The output spectrum of the Raman laser working in NL regime does 

not have a batman-like profile (with steep edges on both sides) but instead has a more 

gradual transition at the edges.  

With the fused WDM removed, in which case the 2  2 85% fused coupler was used 

both for delivering the pump pulses into the Raman oscillator and as the oscillator output 

coupler, the laser could operate in the coherent regime only at pump powers lower than 

150mW. Increasing the pump power forced the laser to jump to the NL regime. Splicing 

the fused 1030/1080 WDM into the Raman oscillator allowed laser operation in the 

coherent regime at higher pump powers. Inside the oscillator, the WDM acts as a band-

pass filter at 1080nm center wavelength with 50nm FWHM spectral bandwidth and helps 

to stabilize the Raman laser to working in the coherent regime [26]. However, by tuning 
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the delay line, NL operation of the laser could still be observed.  The origin of this switch 

from coherent to NL operation due to detuning the delay line by 2ps is still under 

investigation.   

 

3.3 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAMAN LASER 

 

To further characterize the operation of the Raman laser, the radio frequency (RF) 

spectrum of the output pulse train was measured with a fast InGaAs detector and an RF 

spectrum analyzer (Fig. 3.6(a), (b)). The RF spectrum recorded for the pulse train generated 

from the Raman laser has narrow spikes (as the result of longitudinal laser modes beating) 

separated by the repetition rate of the laser as expected. The Raman laser operating in the 

coherent regime produces an RF spectrum similar to that produced by the ML pump 

Fig. 3.6. RF spectrum of the Raman laser pulse train operating in the coherent regime (a) 

and in the NL regime (b). 
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oscillator. However, the RF spectrum of the NL laser has a pedestal around each 

longitudinal mode beatnote (Fig. 3.6(b)). This feature of the standard noise-like fiber lasers 

have been reported before [24]. We also measured the relative intensity noise using an 

InGaAs detector, bias tee, RF amplifier and a RF spectrum analyzer (Fig. 3.7).  The incident 

power on the detector was 2.7mW, which corresponds to a -158dBc/Hz calculated shot 

noise level. The saturation power of the detector is 6mW so saturation effects should not 

affect the RIN measurement. We confirmed this by using only 1.35mW incident power on 

the detector; this measurement at lower power on the detector provided the same RIN 

results as for 2.7mW incident power. The RIN measurement for the NL laser is 30-50dB 

Fig. 3.7. Relative intensity noise of the Yb3+-doped pump laser system and of the Raman 

laser operating in the coherent and NL regimes. Shot noise is estimated at -158dBc/Hz. 
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higher than for the pump laser.  The laser operating in the coherent regime produced signal 

with much lower noise, <10dB higher compared to the RIN of the pump laser. Narrow 

spikes at frequencies higher than 4MHz observed in the RIN measurement are due to the 

RF signal present in free-space, which is picked up by the RF amplifier. The peak at 

~1MHz is the result of the relaxation oscillation in the ytterbium-doped glass gain medium. 

It corresponds to a 1µs excited lifetime instead of typical value of ~1ms due to the nature 

of the stimulated light emission in the pump laser cavity. 

 

3.4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE RAMAN LASER 

 

To better understand the pulse evolution inside the cavity of the synchronously pumped 

Raman laser, we performed numerical simulations based on solving the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation using the RK4IP method [27]. The initial Raman signal consists 

generally of some low intensity random noise. During the first roundtrip this noise is added 

to pump light at the location of the WDM so that we have a single electro-magnetic (EM) 

field (matrix) containing both the pump and Raman signal. After propagating through 1.4 

meters of fiber, 85% of the total power is coupled out of the cavity. The remaining 15% of 

the light propagates through the residual 3.2 meter of fiber to complete the roundtrip of the 

Raman laser cavity. The EM field is then filtered by the fused WDM. In the next step, the 

EM field is temporally delayed by about 8ps (for synchronization purpose) and combined 

with the new pump pulse. Interestingly, a consistent numerical solution is obtained only 

after ~10 roundtrips (Fig. 3.8(a)). A representative cavity evolution dynamic for the Raman 

pulses is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). The energy of the Raman pulses  starts to increase when we  
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Fig. 3.9. Simulated output spectra of the Raman laser pulses at 11nJ and 18nJ energy 

(corresponding to 0.6 and 0.96W pump power). Spectra are shifted by 10dB for clarity. 

Fig. 3.8. (a) – Calculated RDS pulse energy at the output of the Raman laser vs round-trip 

number for the case of 0.6W average pump power. (b) – Numerical simulation of coherent 

Raman pulse evolution inside the laser cavity for the 0.6W pump power case. 
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introduce the pump pulses to the cavity via the WDM. After the output coupler, the energies 

of the Raman pulses stay on the same level. It is also clear from the calculated evolution 

that spectral filtering by the WDM plays a crucial role in making the evolution of the 

Raman pulses in the cavity self-consistent. Similar to the experiment we observe that the 

spectrum of the 18nJ Raman pulses has significant modulations compared to the 11nJ 

Raman pulses (Fig. 3.9). This modulation is also seen in the time domain (Fig. 3.10). After 

compression (adding negative chirp to the pulses) the pulse duration was ~100fs. In 

general, the numerical simulation results agree well with the experimental data shown 

above, providing a useful tool for optimization of the laser design in order to scale up the 

average power and pulse energy of the Raman laser. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.10.  (a) – Simulated temporal pulse shape of the Raman laser operating in the 

coherent regime right at the laser output and (b) – after compression. 
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3.5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

 

In conclusion, a high power, high energy, and high efficiency synchronously pumped 

Raman laser operating in the all-normal dispersion regime was demonstrated in this work. 

The Raman laser produces highly chirped coherent pulses with energy up to 18nJ with an 

average power of 0.76W and 88% efficiency. The pulses were compressed with a pair of 

transmission gratings to 147fs. The laser operated stably in a coherent regime for tens of 

hours and no adjustment of the delay line was necessary. The coherent and NL operation 

regimes of the Raman laser were fully characterized. We confirm that a band-pass filter is 

an essential component in the Raman cavity for generating high energy coherent RDS. 

Numerical simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental data. The output 

average power and pulse energy of the RDS can be significantly increased with careful 

optimization of the Raman laser cavity parameters and duration of the pump pulses. The 

reported scheme can be used to generate high average power and high energy femtosecond 

pulses at other wavelengths using different combinations of pump wavelengths and Raman 

fibers. Particularly, with the use of the ytterbium picosecond pump laser at 1110nm and 

phosphosilicate fiber, energetic femtosecond pulses at 1300nm can be generated, which 

will be of significant interest for multiphoton imaging. Another approach to achieve a 

larger shift of the Raman signal is to use cascading of the Stokes waves. It is important to 

note that the continuous tunability of the reported Raman laser is limited by the spectral 

bandwidth of the Raman gain, but overall such source is an ideal candidate for applications 

that require femtosecond pulses at a fixed wavelength. 
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CHAPTER 4:  

SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED  

FIBER OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATOR 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Optical parametric mixing is a pervasive nonlinear optical effect that provides signal 

gain over a very broad spectral range [1]. Optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) based on 

parametric mixing can produce light radiation at wavelengths not accessible with electronic 

transitions of available active gain media [2], [3]. OPOs not only can provide access to new 

wavelengths, but also can provide continuous wavelength tuning over an octave spanning 

spectral range [4], [5]. Such systems are widely used in the multiphoton imaging [6], [7] 

and coherent anti-Stoke Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy [7]–[9]. Significant 

research effort has been devoted to develop OPOs based on 3-wave mixing in nonlinear 

crystals and today these systems are readily available on the market, although they are 

expensive, bulky, sophisticated and require high maintenance. In the last decade fiber 

optical parametric oscillators (FOPOs) based on 4-wave mixing in a passive fiber has been 

drawing much attention due to the unique properties of the optical fiber platform [8]–[19]. 

FOPOs are significantly more compact, cheaper and do not require high maintenance 

compared to OPOs. Two pump photons create one signal and one idler photon during 

parametric mixing in a passive fiber. The wavelengths and intensities of the signal and idler 
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beams are defined by the peak power, the wavelength of the pump light, and the dispersion 

profile of the fiber [5].  

Continuous wave (CW) FOPOs [11], [12] have been demonstrated with the CW pump 

light, although CW pumping cannot be used to achieve ultrashort pulse generation. This 

derives from the instantaneous energy transfer between the pump and the signal/idler 

photons through the parametric mixing.  An ultrafast FOPO requires a synchronously 

pumped scheme. The pump source in this case is a mode-locked laser, which is temporally 

synchronized with the cavity of the FOPO. The scheme of such a FOPO is similar to that 

of a conventional OPO which uses a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire pump laser [3]; both systems 

use an ML pump source which requires  synchronization with the (fiber) OPO cavity. The 

pump pulse train can be synchronized with either the signal or idler pulses. 

FOPOs, similarly to mode-locked fiber lasers, can be operated in the dissipative soliton 

[18] or in the standard soliton regimes. Unfortunately, we were not able to find a thorough 

analysis of the soliton FOPO; all demonstrated femtosecond FOPOs did not elaborate on 

the dispersion of the fiber cavity. The first dissipative soliton FOPO producing 1.45nJ was 

demonstrated only a year ago [18].  As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the dissipative 

soliton laser can produce two orders of magnitude higher energy pulses (>20nJ) at the 

output of the ML fiber laser [20].  Significant research effort has to be made to scale up the 

pulse energy of the idler/signal wave to the level of ML fiber lasers. Apart from already 

stated advantages of the fiber platform, FOPOs do not require active stabilization of the 

cavity when operated in the dissipative soliton regime. The reason for this is the long 

duration (several picoseconds) of the chirped pulses propagating in the normal dispersion 
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FOPO cavity. This corresponds to a spatial overlap between the pump pulses and 

signal/idler pulses of several mm, as compared to ~10 micrometers for a soliton FOPO. 

Clearly in the first case, environmental perturbations and systematic errors effecting the 

length of the FOPO are not as significant as in the second case. This makes the dissipative 

soliton FOPO very attractive as a widely tunable femtosecond light source with the 

potential of generating tens of nanojoule pulse energies. 

 In this work, a record pulse energy of 3.9nJ for the femtosecond FOPO pumped with 

a picosecond ytterbium laser is demonstrated. The wavelength of the signal and idler pulses 

was tunable in the range from 760nm to 920nm and from 1230nm to 1560nm, respectively.  

The differences between idler resonant and signal resonant regimes have also been 

investigated. It was found that to generate picosecond signal pulses with transform-limited 

pulse shape requires the FOPO to be operated in the idler resonant scheme with normal 

dispersion at the idler wavelength. To generate femtosecond signal pulses, the FOPO must 

be operated in the signal resonant scheme with normal dispersion at the signal wavelength. 

In the latter scenario, the signal pulses are highly chirped at the output of the FOPO and 

are externally compressed to a duration of ~170fs.  

 

4.2 GAIN FIBER FOR SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMED FOPO 

 

To create parametric gain in an optical fiber, the fiber must have the zero dispersion 

wavelength to be located close to the pump wavelength [5]. It is fairly simple to 

manufacture such fiber in the case of the erbium pump laser at 1.55µm. The zero point of 

the material dispersion of the bulk silica is at ~1.3µm. The zero point of the dispersion of 
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the silica fiber can be shifted to longer wavelengths in a fiber with a higher NA and smaller 

core (Fig. 4.1). Unfortunately, the zero dispersion wavelength cannot be shifted to shorter 

than 1300nm by changing the fiber core size because of the dispersion profile of the silica 

and nature of the fiber mode (longer wavelengths have larger mode field diameter).  

One method for creating parametric gain with a pump laser at ~1µm is to use a fiber 

taper (Fig. 4.2) [21]; however, it is challenging to create a fiber taper with long enough 

length (>10cm) and uniform taper waist diameter. The pulling process of the fiber taper 

should be precisely controlled since small variations of the taper diameter alter the zero 

dispersion wavelength significantly, which consequently effects gain spectrum of the 

parametric mixing. A change of 100nm of the fiber taper diameter (6 to 6.1µm) corresponds 

to a 4.4nm (1039.8 to 1044.2nm) shift of the location of the zero dispersion wavelength 

and about a 40nm shift of the location of the peak parametric gain. Interestingly, a fiber 

taper with zero dispersion at 1040nm can be produced with two different values of the taper 

Fig. 4.1. The dispersion profile of SMF-28 silica fiber (8.2µm core diameter, 0.124 NA) 

and high NA silica fiber (4.4µm core diameter, 0.2 NA). 
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diameter (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3).  Note that it is also difficult to maintain a single 

polarization in a fiber taper, which is important for stable FOPO operation. 

 

Fig. 4.2. Dispersion value of the silica fiber taper at 1040nm wavelength for different taper 

diameters. 

Fig. 4.3. Dispersion profile of the silica fiber taper with 0.84 and 6 µm diameters. 
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A simpler way to create parametric gain in an FOPO with a ytterbium pump laser is to 

use photonic crystal fiber with zero dispersion at ~1µm [11], [16]. Polarization maintaining 

PCFs with zero dispersion over the ytterbium gain bandwidth are readily available. In our 

experiments we used LMA-PM-5 PCF from NKT-Photonics. The dispersion curve of this 

fiber is shown on Fig. 4.4, where we see that the zero dispersion wavelength of this PCF is 

at 1052nm.  

 The parametric mixing gain can be easily calculated by using the phase matching 

condition [5]: 

𝐺(𝜔) = 1 + (𝐸 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝑔 ∙ 𝐿))
2
 

𝐸 =
𝛾 ∙ 𝑃

𝑔
 

𝑔 = √−Δ𝛽 ∙ (
∆𝛽

4
+ 𝛾 ∙ 𝑃) 

∆𝛽 = 𝛽2(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑝)
2
−
𝛽4
12

(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑝)
4
 

Fig. 4.4. Dispersion profile of LMA-PM-5 PCF from NKTphotonics. 
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Here 𝜔 is the frequency at which the gain is calculated, 𝜔𝑝 is the frequency of the pump 

laser, 𝛾 is the nonlinear coefficient of the optical fiber, 𝛽2 and 𝛽4 are second and fourth 

order dispersion coefficients of the fiber, 𝑃 is the peak power of the pump light and 𝐿 is 

the length of the fiber. Using the formula above, the four-wave mixing gain curve for LMA-

PM-5 PCF was calculated for different pump wavelengths (Fig. 4.5). With the use of a 

ytterbium pump laser tunable from 1010 to 1055nm, signal gain between 700 to 1800nm 

can be created via parametric mixing. It is difficult to achieve an efficient amplification of 

the 1010nm light in the ytterbium fiber amplifier [22]. For this reason a PCF fiber with 

zero dispersion at ~1070nm would be more beneficial for broadening the tuning range of 

the FOPO. Unfortunately, such fiber is not readily available.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5. Four-wave mixing gain curves for 20cm LMA-PM-5 PCF with 3kW peak pump 

power at different pump wavelengths. 
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4.3 ERBIUM/YTTERBIUM PUMP FIBER LASER  

 

Synchronous pumping of the fiber OPO requires the use of a ML pump laser. The 

oscillating signal or idler pulse in the FOPO must temporally overlap with the pump pulse 

every roundtrip, i.e. the roundtrip travel time of the signal or idler pulses in the FOPO 

cavity should be an integer multiple of the roundtrip time of the pump pulse in its own 

cavity. For higher efficiencies the pump pulse duration should be about the same as the 

pulse duration of the signal/idler pulse in the FOPO cavity. The wavelength of the peak 

parametric gain of the signal/idler shifts about an order of magnitude larger than the shift 

of the pump wavelength (Fig. 4.5).  If a ML pump laser with a spectral bandwidth of 2nm 

is used to pump the fiber OPO, the total spectral bandwidth of the parametric gain will be 

~22nm. It is important to note that different spectral components of the pump light will 

Fig. 4.6. Parametric gain of the signal wave in the 20cm LMA-PM-5 PCF at different pump 

wavelengths and 3kW peak pump power.  
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create parametric gain at different wavelengths that do not overlap (Fig. 4.6). Therefore, 

the efficiency of the FOPO will be low if the generated spectral bandwidth of the 

idler/signal wave is narrower than the total parametric gain bandwidth [11]. This is due to 

the fact that only a portion of the pump light contributes to the gain of the signal/idler wave. 

It has been observed in our experiment that the spectral bandwidth of the signal/idler wave 

was below 10nm. For that reason, we conclude that high efficiency FOPOs require pumps 

with narrow spectral bandwidth (~1nm).  

A schematic diagram of the erbium-ytterbium pump fiber laser system and FOPO is 

shown on Fig. 4.7. A ML erbium fiber laser at 1560nm with a delay line inside the cavity 

was used as a starting point for the pump laser system.  An erbium ML laser was used in 

the system because it operated more stably than a ytterbium ML laser when a delay line 

Fig. 4.7. Schematic diagram of the synchronously pumped FOPO. 
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was inserted into the oscillator. The erbium oscillator produced ~400fs pulses with an 

average power of 2mW and repetition rate of 40MHz. The output signal at 1560nm from 

the ML oscillator was amplified in the erbium amplifier to ~50mW average power. 

Amplified pulses generated a coherent supercontinuum (Fig. 4.8) in a 4cm of highly 

nonlinear fiber (HNLF) [23]. The spectral component of the supercontinuum at 1020-

1050nm was scaled up to ~10mW average power in the first ytterbium double pass 

amplifier with a tunable fiber coupled bandpass filter.  The spectral bandwidth of the pump 

pulses after the first ytterbium amplifier was measured to be ~1nm (Fig. 4.9). After 

amplification of the pump pulses from 10mW to Watt level average power, the spectral 

bandwidth was broadened to several nanometers due to the nonlinear phase shift in the gain 

fiber.  

 

 

Fig. 4.8. Spectrum of the supercontinuum measured after highly nonlinear fiber. 
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An additional bandpass filter was necessary for narrowing the spectral bandwidth of 

the pump pulses. The pump light from the first amplifier was collimated and sent through 

a high density free space transmission grating and then was coupled back into the fiber.  

Due to the dispersive nature of the diffraction grating the light at different wavelengths is 

focused at different locations (Fig. 4.10). The estimated spectral bandwidth of the bandpass 

filter was calculated using the dispersion angle and the focal length of the coupling lens: 

𝑓 ∙ 𝛿𝛽(𝛿𝜆) = 𝛿ℎ = 2𝑀𝐹𝐷, where 𝑀𝐹𝐷 is mode field diameter of the fiber. Thus, different 

focal length will provide different bandwidth (Fig. 4.11). The measured spectral bandwidth 

of the bandpass filter matches very well with the estimated values as seen in Table 4.1.  

The free space bandpass filter allowed us to optimize the pump pulse duration in the FOPO. 

Once the system is optimized, it can be substituted with a readily available wavelength 

Fig. 4.9. Spectrum of the pump light after the 1st ytterbium amplifier with a tunable fiber 

coupled bandpass filter. 
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tunable bandpass filter delivered in a small package with fiber pigtails, making the FOPO 

a more compact and all-fiber system.  

 

Table 4.1. Estimated and measured spectral bandwidth of the free space bandpass filter 

based on the diffraction grating 

Fig. 4.10. (a) Narrow bandpass filter based on the free space diffraction grating. (b) – 

Zemax model of the focal spot of the bandpass filter. 
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The spectral bandwidth of the pump light measured after the free space bandpass filter 

is very clean with a noise level below -50dB (Fig. 4.11). Pump light was then amplified in 

the second ytterbium fiber amplifier. Due to the long pulse duration and small peak power 

of the pump pulses, spectral broadening was not observed at this stage. Further 

amplification of the pump light in the high power double cladding ytterbium amplifier led 

to accumulation of the nonlinear phase shift and the spectrum of the pump light was 

broadened from 0.13 to ~1nm (Fig. 4.12). The estimated duration of the pump pulses based 

on autocorrelation measurements before and after the final amplifier is 12ps. As discussed 

in the previous section, the 1nm spectral bandwidth of the pump pulses should provide a 

good conversion efficiency of the FOPO. To keep the pump pulses from further spectral 

broadening, it is necessary to have a minimal length of the fiber between the output of the 

amplifier and the PCF fiber.  Accordingly, a double cladding ytterbium amplifier was 

inserted into the FOPO cavity to eliminate any additional components and minimize the 

Fig. 4.11. Spectrum of the pump pulses measured after the free space bandpass filter for 

three different coupling lenses. 
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fiber length between the amplifier and the PCF. The absorption of the ytterbium doped 

fiber below 900nm and above 1100nm is minimal [22], which makes it possible to operate 

the FOPO with the final amplification stage of the pump pulses in the FOPO cavity. 

 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE FOPO FOR THE SIGNAL RESONANT 

CASE 

 

The final ytterbium amplifier for the pump pulses is located in the FOPO cavity (Fig. 

4.7). The pump pulses are introduced into the cavity with a signal/pump wavelength 

division multiplexer (WDM). The double cladding ytterbium fiber is spliced to ~5cm of 

PM780 fiber, which is then spliced to ~20cm of LMA-PM-5 fiber. The loss of the splice 

between LMA-PM-5 and PM780 fibers was measured to be ~20%.  The signal/pump 

WDM and the splice between Yb3+-doped and PM780 fibers also cause losses in the cavity 

of ~25% and ~15%, respectively. Therefore, the total loss of the cavity is estimated to be 

Fig. 4.12. (a) – Spectrum of the pump pulses measured after the second amplifier and high 

power double cladding ytterbium amplifier. (b) – Autocorrelation trace of the pump pulses 

measured after the double cladding ytterbium amplifier. 
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~65%. It is important to note that the pump pulses experience 30% losses before they reach 

the LMA-PM-5 fiber, which significantly reduces the optical conversion efficiency of the 

FOPO; the efficiency of the FOPO is expressed in terms of the pump power measured 

immediately after the double cladding ytterbium fiber amplifier. The LMA-PM-5 fiber is 

spliced to a PM fused output coupler having a 30cm fiber pigtail. One end of the fused 

coupler delivers the pump, signal and idler light to the FOPO output, while another end of 

the coupler was spliced to the FOPO cavity to provide the feedback at the signal 

wavelength. The roundtrip time of the signal pulses in the FOPO matched exactly to the 

period of the pump pulse train (signal resonant FOPO). The zero dispersion point of the 

FOPO cavity is estimated to be at 1.35µm, therefore, the net cavity dispersion at the signal 

wavelength is normal. 

The spectrum, average power, and duration of the signal pulses of the synchronously 

pumped FOPO were measured for different wavelengths and pulse durations of the pump 

light. The wavelength of the pump light was tuned from 1031 to 1043nm by simultaneously 

Fig. 4.13. Spectral characteristics of the fused output coupler in the signal resonant FOPO. 
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adjusting two tunable bandpass filters in the pump laser system. The performance of the 

FOPO was poor when the wavelength of the pump pulses was out of this range; the 

feedback value was either too low or too large due to the nature of the fused output coupler 

(Fig. 4.13) in the FOPO cavity. The duration of the pump pulses could be set to 4.5, 7.5 

and 12ps by using different collimating lenses in the free-space bandpass filter (Table 4.1).  

The FOPO with the 12ps pump pulses (Fig. 4.14(a)) produced signal pulses with the 

highest energy of 3.9nJ and average power of 156mW (Fig. 4.14(d)). The pulse energy was 

limited by the nonlinear phase shift acquired in the cavity, which led to the generation of 

the noise-like pulses (Fig. 4.15) [24]. The central wavelength of the signal pulses was tuned 

Fig. 4.14. Performance of the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pump pulses at 

different wavelengths: (a) autocorrelation trace of the pump pulses; (b) autocorrelation 

traces of the signal pulses measured at the FOPO output; (c) spectra of the FOPO; (d) 

average output power of the signal pulses. 
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from 795 to 860nm (Fig. 4.14(c)) by adjusting the pump wavelength and the delay line. 

With the pump wavelength at 1031nm the central wavelength of the signal pulses generated 

in the FOPO is at ~795nm, the signal pulse energy –  2.2nJ, the feedback of the signal light 

– 60% and the threshold is at 0.6W pump power. With the pump wavelength at 1040nm 

the generated signal was at 850nm, pulse energy – 3.9nJ, the feedback ratio – 40% and the 

threshold is at 2W pump power. The feedback ratis for 795 and 850nm wavelengths differ 

by a factor of 1.5 (Fig. 4.13). Due to the larger feedback and larger nonlinear coefficients 

at shorter wavelengths, the accumulation of the nonlinear phase shift in the first case is 

larger, which lead to earlier break-up of the signal pulses. Interestingly, the threshold for 

795, 810 and 830nm signal pulses is almost identical, while the threshold for 850 and 

860nm dramatically increased. We assume that absorption of the Yb3+-doped fiber above 

850nm starts to take place, and therefore, the cavity roundtrip loss at wavelengths >850nm 

increases. Another interesting feature is that the slope of the total output power with respect 

Fig. 4.15. Measured spectrum and autocorrelation trace of the noise-like signal pulses at 

the output of the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at 1040nm. 
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to the pump power significantly decreases at the threshold of the FOPO (Fig. 4.16) 

indicating high losses at signal and idler wavelengths.  

The duration of the signal pulses at the output of the FOPO was estimated based on the 

intensity autocorrelation traces (Fig. 4.14(b)) between 8 and 10ps depending on the signal 

wavelength. The spectrum and autocorrelation trace of the signal pulse train were measured 

right before the NL regime occurred. With the 1043nm pump laser we did not reach the 

wave breaking point due the limited pump power. The average power of the signal light 

generated in the FOPO with 4.5 and 7.5ps pump pulses (Fig. 4.17 and 4.18) is lower 

compared to that for the 12ps pump pulses. The duration of the signal pulses is shorter as 

well, therefore, the accumulation of the nonlinear phase shift is larger for the given pulse 

energy leading to earlier wave breaking.  

 

 

Fig. 4.16. Total output power with and without synchronization measured at the output of 

the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at 1040nm vs. pump power. 
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Fig. 4.17. Performance of the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 7.5ps pump pulses at 

different wavelengths: (a) autocorrelation trace of the pump pulses; (b) autocorrelation 

traces of the signal pulses measured at the FOPO output; (c) spectra of the FOPO; (d) 

average output power of the signal pulses. 

Fig. 4.18. Performance of the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 4.5ps pump pulses at 

different wavelengths: (a) autocorrelation trace of the pump pulses; (b) autocorrelation 

traces of the signal pulses measured at the output of the FOPO; (c) spectra of the FOPO; 

(d) average output power of the signal pulses. 
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The generated signal pulses at the output of the FOPO are highly chirped and were then 

compressed to a duration of ~173fs with two different techniques: 1 –  a pair of diffraction 

gratings (LightSmyth, model number: T-1200-850s) and 2 – hollow core PCF (NKT 

Photonics, mode number: HC-800).  Compression with the first technique provided a very 

clean autocorrelation trace (Fig. 4.19), but the use of free space diffraction gratings makes 

the FOPO system bulkier and less robust. Pulse compression with PCF was not as clean 

having very long wings, which reduces the peak power of the signal pulses, but provides a 

more compact all-fiber light source. Development of hollow core PCF with a more suitable 

dispersion parameters should solve this issue in the future. 

Finally, we measured the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the signal pulses.  RIN is an 

important parameter of ultrafast light sources for applications like multiphoton imaging 

and CARS, where pulse-to-pulse jitter of the peak power can significantly degrade the 

image.  A bias tee, an electrical amplifier, a fast photodetector and a radio frequency 

Fig. 4.19. Autocorrelation trace of the signal pulses at 850nm (pumped by 12ps pulses at 

1040nm) after compression using a pair of diffraction gratings and hollow core PCF. 
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spectrum analyzer were used to measure the RIN (Fig. 4.20). The measurement of the noise 

of the signal pulses was ~20dB higher than that of the pump laser. This value is similar to 

that of the Raman laser discussed in the previous chapter, but the noise of the pump laser 

is significantly higher than that used for pumping the Raman laser. We believe that this 

noise is comes from the transition from non-PM to PM fiber after the generation of the 

supercontinuum. Having an all-PM fiber laser system should significantly reduce the noise 

of the pump laser as well as the noise of the signal pulses in the FOPO. 

 

 

Fig. 4.20. Relative intensity noise (RIN) of the pump pulses and signal pulses. Shot noise 

is at -158dBc/Hz, SA – radio frequency spectrum analyzer 
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4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE FOPO FOR THE IDLER RESONANT CASE 

 

In the idler resonant FOPO the roundtrip time of the idler pulses was exactly two times 

the period of the pump pulse train. The main portion of the cavity consisted of a PM780 

fiber with zero dispersion at 1.47µm. The zero dispersion point of the FOPO cavity is 

estimated to be at ~1.43µm. The reason for the FOPO cavity being two times longer than 

the pump laser cavity is to shift the zero dispersion point to a longer wavelength. The pump 

laser was identical to the one used in the signal resonant FOPO and the duration of the 

pump pulses was set to 12ps. A WDM with a 900-1110nm transmission and 1130-1600nm 

reflection wavelengths was used to introduce the pump light in the FOPO. Similarly to 

signal resonant FOPO, the final ytterbium amplifier of the pump pulses was spliced into 

the FOPO cavity.  The length of LMA-PM-5 fiber was 20cm with cavity losses similar to 

the case of the signal resonant FOPO.  A tunable PM coupler (Fig. 4.21) was used to deliver 

Fig. 4.21. Coupling efficiency of the tunable PM coupler at different wavelengths with 

respect the adjustment setting of the coupler. 
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pump, signal and idler light to the output as well as to provide feedback to the FOPO cavity 

for the idler wavelength.    

The feedback value for the best operation of the idler resonant FOPO was about an 

order of magnitude lower than that of the signal resonant case. The reason behind such a 

great difference is not clear at this stage and is still under investigation. Due to the low 

feedback value, the accumulation of nonlinear effects was not as significant (Fig. 4.22) and 

most was acquired before reaching the output coupler. The feedback value was varied by 

a factor of 5 while the output power changed only by a factor of 1.6; the output power was 

limited by pulse breaking, leading to noise-like operation of the FOPO. The pulse duration, 

spectrum and average power were measured for the signal and idler pulses right at the 

output of the FOPO.  By adjusting the pump wavelength and the delay line, the signal and 

idler wavelengths were tuned between 761 and 900nm and from 1238 to 1562nm (Fig. 

4.23), respectively. The net cavity dispersion at the idler wavelength was varied from 0.16 

Fig. 4.22. Average output power of the signal and idler pulses measured at the output of 

the FOPO with different values of the feedback of the tunable coupler and pumped by 10ps 

pulses at 1040nm. 
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to -0.13ps2, thus the generated idler pulses could be solitons or dissipative solitons. The 

maximum signal and idler average power of 226mW and 165mW (Fig. 4.24) 

corresponding to 5.7 and 4.1nJ pulse energies were achieved when the net cavity dispersion 

at the idler wavelength was the largest. When the net cavity normal dispersion is higher the 

idler pulses acquire a larger amount of chirp leading to lower peak power and less 

accumulation of nonlinear effects. We have not tried to dechirp these pulses, but the 

measured spectral bandwidth of 10.2nm should support the duration of the idler pulses of 

about 200fs after compression. Interestingly, the spectral bandwidth of the signal pulses 

was only 0.4nm and the measured pulse duration was about the duration of the transform 

Fig. 4.23. Spectra and autocorrelation traces of the signal and idler pulses measured at the 

output of the idler resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at different pump wavelengths; 

the feedback is 4% and the total FOPO cavity length is twice the length of the pump 

oscillator: (a) spectra of the signal pulses; (b) spectra of the idler pulses; (c) autocorrelation 

traces of the signal pulses; (d) autocorrelation traces of the idler pulses. 
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limited pulse shape. Therefore, we can conclude that FOPO generates transform-limited 

pulses that are not on resonance, the duration of which is defined by the duration of the 

resonant pulses. At the same time, the resonant pulses can be solitons or chirped dissipative 

solitons. The amount of chirp and spectral bandwidth of the last are defined by the pump 

pulse duration and the net cavity dispersion.  

When the generated idler pulses are solitons, the idler pulse duration measured at the 

output of the FOPO is close to the transform-limited value, which is shorter than for the 

chirped dissipative solitons. Due to the shorter idler pulses, the generated signal pulses are 

shorter as well having larger spectral bandwidth. This leads to larger chirp and self-phase 

modulation of the signal pulses. Therefore, when idler pulses are solitons the signal pulses 

are chirped. On the other hand, when idler pulses are dissipative solitons (highly chirped) 

the signal pulses achieve close to transform-limited pulse duration. These features are 

shown in Table 4.2.  

Fig. 4.24. Average output power of the (a) signal pulses and (b) idler pulses measured at 

the output of the idler resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at different wavelengths. 
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4.6 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

 

In this section we present detailed simulation results of the FOPO based on solving the 

nonlinear Schrodinger equation [25]. The simulations were performed for both signal and 

idler resonant cases. The simulation procedure is similar to the one described in the 

previous chapter for the synchronously pumped Raman laser. The main difference from 

the Raman laser is the addition of the 20cm of LMA-PM-5 fiber with close to zero 

dispersion at the pump wavelength. Also the Raman laser did not have any losses because 

its cavity consisted of only one type of fiber, while the losses in the FOPO cavity are quite 

significant. The initial signal/idler consists of low intensity random noise; during the first 

roundtrip this noise is added to pump light so that we have a single electro-magnetic (EM) 

Table 4.2. Performance of the idler resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at different 

wavelengths. 1st row – the pump wavelength, 2nd row –signal and idler wavelengths, 3rd 

row – measured spectral bandwidth of the signal and idler pulses, 4th row – estimated 

transform-limited pulse duration (considering 0.4 time bandwidth product) based on the 

spectral bandwidth, 5th row – estimated pulse duration at the output of the FOPO based on 

the autocorrelation measurement, 6th row – net cavity dispersion, 7th row – pulse energy.  
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field (matrix) containing the pump, signal and idler waves. We did not propagate the pump 

pulses through the Yb3+-doped fiber, but instead we used its measured parameters (Fig. 

4.12) in the simulation. After propagating through 0.2 meters of LMA-PM-5 fiber and 0.3 

meters of PM780 fiber, 60% (94%) of the total power is coupled out of the signal (idler) 

resonant FOPO cavity. The remaining portion of the light propagates through the residual 

Fig. 4.25. Numerical simulation of the evolution of the energy and duration of the signal 

pulses in the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at 1040nm. The roundtrip of 

the signal pulses was matched to the period of the pump pulse train of 25ns (repetition rate 

40MHz). The pump power is 1.4W (35nJ pulse energy). α1 – losses of the WDM, two 

splices PM780 to Yb3+-doped fiber and one splice PM780 to LMA-PM-5; α2 – PM780 to 

LMA-PM-5 splice loss; α3 – output coupler. 
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4.6 (9.7) meters of fiber to complete the roundtrip of the FOPO cavity. Then the EM field 

is temporally delayed for synchronization purposes and combined with the new pump 

pulse. This loop repeats itself until a converged solution is found. 

A representative cavity evolution for the signal pulses of the signal resonant FOPO is 

shown on Fig 4.25. The energy of the signal pulses at the output is calculated to be 4.5nJ 

(see α3 in Fig. 4.25). The spectral bandwidth of the signal pulses is calculated to be 5.9nm 

(Fig. 4.26). The duration of the numerically calculated signal pulses is ~10.2ps at the output 

of the FOPO (Fig. 4.27(a)), and after numerical dechirping, the duration of the signal pulse 

was 260fs (Fig. 4.27(b)).  Overall, the simulations match well with the experimental results.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.26. Numerically simulated spectrum in logarithmic scale at the output of the signal 

resonant FOPO. Insets – spectra of the signal and idler pulses in linear scale. 
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For the given cavity design (matched to the experiment) we were able to get about 6nJ 

signal pulses at the output of the FOPO in the numerical simulations. Further increasing 

the pump power created instabilities associated with accumulation of nonlinear effects 

leading to a noise-like regime. With our simulation tool we found that having higher pump 

peak power and shorter LMA-PM-5 fiber provides much higher energies at the output (Fig. 

4.28). We set the splice and WDM losses to zero in these simulations to understand the 

limitations of the FOPO system. The pump power for these simulation was 2W (50nJ pulse 

energy), while the length of the LMA-PM-5 fiber was 10cm. All other parameters (cavity 

length, pump pulse duration and pump wavelength, output coupler) are identical to the 

previous simulations. The energy of the signal pulses is calculated to be ~20nJ, which is 

40% of total optical conversion efficiency.  

Fig. 4.27. Numerically calculated pulse-shape of the signal pulses at the signal resonant 

FOPO (a) and after compression (b). 
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Next we numerically simulated the idler resonant FOPO. A representative cavity 

evolution for the idler pulses of the idler resonant FOPO is shown on Fig 4.29. The pump 

wavelength was set at 1046nm, which provided the highest output power in the experiment. 

The signal and idler pulse energies are calculated to be 5.96 and 4.92 nJ, respectively. The 

spectral bandwidth of the idler pulses exactly matches the experimental data (Fig. 4.30), 

but the chirped pulse duration in the experiment was 1.7 times smaller (Fig. 4.31).  

Furthermore, the signal pulse duration at the output of the FOPO is not quite transform 

limited (Fig. 4.31).  These results are summarized in Table 4.3.  

Fig. 4.28. Numerical simulation of the evolution of the energy and duration of the signal 

pulses in the signal resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at 1046nm. The roundtrip of 

the signal pulses matched to the period of the pump pulse train of 25ns (repetition rate 

40MHz). The pump power is 2W (50nJ pulse energy). The splice and WDM losses are set 

to zero. The length of LMA-PM-5 fiber is 10cm. 
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Table 4.3. Output signal and idler pulse parameters of the numerically simulated idler 

resonant FOPO. 

Fig. 4.29. Numerical simulation of the evolution of the energy and duration of the idler 

pulses in the idler resonant FOPO pumped by 12ps pulses at 1040nm. The roundtrip time 

of the signal pulses is 2 times the period of the pump pulse train. The pump power is 1.8W 

(45nJ pulse energy). β1 – losses of the WDM, two splices PM780 to Yb3+-doped fiber and 

one splice PM780 to LMA-PM-5; β2 – PM780 to LMA-PM-5 splice loss; β3 – output 

coupler. 
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Fig. 4.30. Numerically simulated spectrum in logarithmic scale at the output of the idler 

resonant FOPO. Insets – spectra of the signal and idler pulses in linear scale. 

Fig. 4.31. Numerically calculated pulse-shape of the signal and idler pulses at the output 

of the idler resonant FOPO (a) and after compression (b). 
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4.7 CONCLUSION 

 

We have demonstrated a widely tunable all-fiber OPO pumped with an 

erbium/ytterbium picosecond fiber laser. In this work we have exerted significant effort to 

bring the performance of the FOPO to a level comparable with that of the Ti:sapphire 

oscillator, the current standard. We demonstrated a world record pulse energy of 3.9nJfor 

the femtosecond FOPO. For the first time, the influence of the dispersion on the 

performance of an FOPO was thoroughly investigated. It was experimentally found, that 

the duration of the resonant pulses is defined by the pump pulse duration and cavity 

dispersion, while the duration of the non-resonant pulses is defined only by the duration of 

the resonant pulses. Moreover, the pulse-shape of the non-resonant pulses generated in the 

FOPO is transform-limited. Simulation results bear out the experimental data, although in 

certain cases the mismatch in pulse duration was off by a factor of ~2.  Finally, in the 

performed numerical simulations we demonstrated ~20nJ femtosecond pulses at the output 

of the FOPO having minimal splice and component losses. We believe that such FOPO 

can be a very important light source since it can substitute for expensive and bulky 

Ti:sapphire laser systems in many applications. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

EFFICIENCT GENERATION OF THE ULTRASHORT PULSES  

AT MID-IR WAVELENGTHS USING COMPACT FIBER SOURCES 

 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Mid-infrared (mid-IR) laser sources have a number of important applications in free 

space communications, spectroscopy, remote chemical sensing, and medicine [1].  In 

particular, mid-IR frequency combs have been shown to have great potential for 

spectroscopic measurements and gas sensing [2-4]. To date such spectrometers are not 

common and are only emerging in scientific laboratories due to the complexity of mid-IR 

ultrafast laser sources. Current laser technologies providing access to the wavelengths 

longer than 3µm are based on quantum cascade laser (QCL) [5, 6], supercontinuum (SC) 

generation [7-9], and optical parametric processes [10]. QCL is an interesting emerging 

technology that enables lasers to emit radiation in the mid-IR without nonlinear frequency 

conversion, but there remain challenges in creating stable optical frequency combs and in 

generating high peak power ultrashort optical pulses [5, 6]. Generation of a 

supercontinuum (SC) is another approach for building a mid-IR laser source, but the 

available solid core fibers only allow generation of light below 6µm due to strong material 

absorption at longer wavelengths [7, 8]. Liquid core optical fiber, discussed in the next 
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chapter, is a promising platform for generation of the mid-IR SC, but several challenges 

remain preventing the broadening of the generated signal to longer wavelengths [9]. 

Difference frequency generation (DFG), optical parametric oscillators, generators, and 

amplifiers (OPO, OPG, OPA) pumped by ultrafast lasers can generate high average and 

high peak power pulses in the mid-IR spectral region. DFG and OPA, which in principle 

are based on the same mechanism, have higher conversion efficiency compared to OPG 

and do not require active stabilization of the cavity, the case for a femtosecond OPO [10]. 

DFG and OPA require a pump and a signal source to generate the mid-IR frequency comb 

(idler) whereas OPO and OPG require only a single pump source. The pump and signal 

pulse trains should have identical repetition rates, which is not easy to achieve with two 

independent oscillators. For that reason, it is best to generate the pump and signal pulses 

from a single oscillator through the use of nonlinear optical effects. In this case, DFG 

provides zero carrier-envelope offset (CEO) frequency and active stabilization of the CEO 

for frequency comb spectroscopy is not required.   

Frequency combs in the wavelength region of 3µm to 6µm have been well studied and 

several efficient laser systems based on OPO [11, 12], OPA [13], and DFG [14] delivering 

high average power in this spectral range have been reported. Significant progress has been 

made for the 3-6µm wavelength region, but current technology for mid-IR frequency comb 

generation at wavelengths greater than 6µm is still too complicated, expensive, and 

inefficient (low output power) (Fig. 5.1). To date, laser systems delivering only milliwatt 

average power in the IR have been demonstrated [10, 15-21]. Generating frequency combs 

at wavelengths greater than 6µm is more challenging due to the narrower choice of 
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nonlinear crystals that are transparent in that wavelength range [10].  AgGaS2 [10] and 

GaSe [16-19] are well established nonlinear crystals for DFG at wavelength longer than 6 

µm. It has been reported that DFG with photon conversion efficiency (PCE) of greater than  

50% was achieved for this spectral region with the high peak power pump and signal pulses 

[10].The authors of this work used a Cr:forsterite laser system as the pump source. Kuo et 

al. used high peak power pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser system to generate mid-IR pulses 

with very broad spectral bandwidth in an OPG [15]. Solid state laser systems can deliver 

high energy and high peak power pulses which enable high efficiency for the nonlinear 

frequency conversion, but they are very expensive and bulky. With the development of 

Fig. 5.1. Overview of the spectral regions and power range accessible with mid-infrared 

femtosecond lasers (green), DFG (red), OPOs (blue) and microresonator-based Kerr combs 

(yellow). 
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fiber laser technology, DFG has been recently demonstrated using fiber lasers.  The DFG 

signal can be generated with the use of an ytterbium [16], erbium [17-19], or thulium [20] 

fiber oscillator as the pump source and which is also used to generate the signal source by 

using the Raman soliton self-frequency shift or SC in a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The 

downside of these schemes is that only the pump power can be scaled up, while the power 

of the signal is limited by nonlinear effects. An interesting approach was recently 

demonstrated where an ytterbium fiber oscillator was used to generate both the pump 

pulses at 1.04µm and the signal pulses at 1.1µm in a photonic crystal fiber [21]. Such an 

approach allowed for amplifying the pump and signal in a single ytterbium fiber amplifier, 

but DFG in this case could supply only wavelengths longer than 16µm due to the limited 

gain bandwidth of the Yb3+-doped fiber amplifier. 

In this work we propose a novel scheme for efficient generation of high average and 

peak power mid-IR frequency comb for wavelengths longer than 6µm. We generate the 

signal pulses at around 1880nm using a HNLF pumped by a femtosecond Er3+ fiber laser. 

Our approach is different from that of previous works [16-20] since we can scale up the 

output power of both the pump and the signal pulses using established Er3+ and Tm3+ fiber 

amplifiers. Our scheme should allow significant increases in the efficiency and output 

power of the mid-IR DFG signal. To demonstrate the proof-of-concept we report the 

generation of a mid-IR frequency comb using DFG in an AgGaS2 nonlinear crystal at a 

relatively low pump power. We obtained a 1.55mW frequency comb spanning from 7.5 to 

11.6µm at -20dB level with a PCE of 16%, which corresponds to ~11nW per frequency 

comb mode. The pulse duration achieved in the mid-IR range is estimated to be around 
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80fs, which corresponds to 2.6 optical cycles at 9.2µm center wavelength. The power of 

the mid-IR frequency comb can be easily scaled up by further increasing the power of the 

pump and signal. The high laser damage threshold for the AgGaS2 crystal [22] should allow 

us to scale the output mid-IR power to hundreds of milliwatt level. 

 

 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

The schematic diagram of our laser system is shown in Fig. 5.2. We built a mode-

locked (ML) erbium fiber oscillator at 1.56µm based on a fiber taper embedded in a carbon 

nanotube/polymer composite saturable absorber [23]. The oscillator emitted a pulse train 

at 40MHz repetition rate, 330fs pulse duration, 7nm bandwidth at full width half maximum 

(FWHM) level, and ~1mW average output power. The performance and design of the 

oscillator is discussed in chapter 2. The output of the oscillator was split and directed into 

two separate arms. The pulse train in the first arm was amplified to 30mW using an Er3+-

doped fiber amplifier and then used to generate an octave-spanning coherent SC (Fig. 5.3) 

in 3cm of HNLF similar to what we have previously reported [24, 25]. The 1880nm part 

of the SC spectrum was then amplified in a Tm3+-doped fiber amplifier to 85mW, where 

the output power was limited by the available 1570nm pump lasers. A polarization 

controller (PC) was used to maximize the power through a polarization maintaining (PM) 

isolator with a built-in polarizer. The polarization state of the pulses was made to be linear  
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in this step. To obtain the shortest pulse duration we had to precisely control the length of 

the fiber after the final PM isolator. The optical spectrum of the output pulses was centered 

at 1.88µm and the measured pulse duration was ~80fs (Fig. 5.4(a), and 5.4(b)). The 

spectrum features a number of narrow dips due to the water absorption lines in this spectral 

region. A similar technique was also demonstrated in Ref. [26, 27]. From a broader point 

of view, this work and two previous chapter builds on the idea of a universal ultrafast fiber 

laser platform where the starting point is a simple fiber-based laser oscillator (similar to 

the one we use here), with nonlinear optics used to generated new wavelengths. Power 

scaling can then be achieved by using established fiber amplifier technologies such as 

erbium, ytterbium, or thulium [28].  

Fig. 5.2. Schematic diagram of the erbium/thulium fiber laser system and DFG experiment. 

PC – polarization controller, Iso – isolator at 1.55 or 1.9 µm, HNLF – highly nonlinear 

fiber.  
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Fig. 5.3. Spectrum of the coherent supercontinuum measured after the highly nonlinear 

fiber. 

Fig. 5.4. (a) – Spectrum of the signal pulse train. (b) – Autocorrelation trace of the signal 

pulses. 
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The pulse train in the second arm was sent through a PC to optimize the transmission 

through a PM isolator also having a built-in polarizer.  This pulse train was then amplified 

in a PM erbium fiber amplifier to 65mW average power. The length of the fiber at the 

output was optimized to ensure that the pulses reached their shortest duration right at the 

tip of the fiber. The 1560nm pulses have been spectrally broadened due to self-phase 

modulation in the fiber, from 7 to 55nm bandwidth (FWHM) as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). The 

autocorrelation trace (Fig. 5.5(b)) shows side wings due to these spectral features; the 

estimate pulse duration is ~49fs. At higher powers a soliton self-frequency shift was 

observed which limited the output power.  

To perform DFG we need to overlap the pump and signal pulses in the nonlinear crystal 

in both time and space. The delay line with ~2.5cm of adjustment range allowed us to 

temporally overlap the pulses on the crystal. The light from both arms was collimated with 

Fig. 5.5. (a) – Spectrum of the pump pulse train. (b) – Autocorrelation trace of the pump 

pulses. 
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aspheric lenses and combined using a dichroic mirror. The reflectivity of the dichroic 

mirror for the pump wavelength and its transmission for the signal wavelength were 

measured to be 98% and 83%, respectively. A N-BK7 plano convex lens with 40mm focal 

length was used to focus the pump and signal beams onto the AgGaS2 crystal.  A spot 

diameter of ~42µm was estimated for the pump and ~46µm for the signal. This is the 

optimum spot size which ensured good overlap between the pump and signal pulses over 

the whole length of the crystal, while still enabling high intensity (due to tight focusing) 

for efficient DFG.  

The AgGaS2 crystal (purchased from Altos Photonics) was 2mm in length and was cut 

at θ=37.5º for Type 2 (e – o → e) DFG. No free-space polarization optics were needed for 

polarization alignment since the signal and pump outputs were delivered using PM fibers 

Fig. 5.6. Calculated group refractive index (blue) and dispersion (red) for ordinary wave 

(solid curve) and extraordinary wave (dashed curve) for the AgGaS2 crystal with θ=37.5°. 
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and the orientation of the linear polarization state of each beam can be adjusted (by rotating 

the fiber holders) to achieve any angle. The front and back surfaces of the crystal were AR 

coated for all three wavelengths (1.56µm, 1.88µm and around 9µm). The transmission of 

the crystal for the pump and signal wavelengths was measured to be 92%. The group 

refractive index and dispersion were calculated (shown in Fig. 5.6) using the Sellmeier 

equation for the AgGaS2 crystal [29]. The temporal walk-off between signal and pump is 

calculated to be 3fs/mm so it does not affect the DFG performance. The spatial walk-off 

between signal and pump (idler) is calculated to be ~22mrad, which spatially separates the 

pump and signal pulses at the output surface of the crystal by ~44µm. A germanium 

longpass filter (Edmund Optics, #68-655) with ~90% transmission for wavelengths 

>4.5µm was used to filter out the residual pump and signal pulses after the crystal. The 

generated average power of the mid-IR frequency comb was measured to be 1.55mW with 

a thermal detector (Thorlabs, S302C) having a sensitivity of 10µW. Here we have also 

accounted for the transmission loss of the filter. The spectrum of the mid-IR frequency 

comb was measured with a spectrometer (McPherson, Model #218). The ruled grating in 

the spectrometer has 75G/mm groove density and an 8µm grating blaze wavelength. A 

liquid nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe detector was used to measure the signal from the 

spectrometer. The spectral resolution of the spectrometer was set to ~5nm. 
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The average output powers of the pump, the signal and the generated mid-IR radiation 

were measured as a function of the temporal delay between the pump and signal pulses to 

confirm the DFG process and to estimate the upper limit of the duration of the mid-IR 

pulses. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7(b). The FWHM of the cross-correlation trace was 

measured to be ~101fs and the average power of the pump pulse train drops by 16% from 

58.6 to 49.2mW. Taking into account 17% quantum efficiency we should generate 1.6mW 

of mid-IR light. The maximum power we measured was 1.55mW, which is about the 

expected value. The mid-IR beam profile was taken with a thermal camera, which generally 

Fig. 5.7. (a) – Energy diagram of the difference frequency generation. (b) - The average 

power (measured after the crystal) of the idler (red), pump (green) and signal (blue) pulses 

vs. the temporal delay between pump and signal pulses. 
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measures the intensity of black body radiation at ~10µm (Fig. 5.8). It appeared that the 

generated mid-IR beam had a slightly elliptical profile. The beam disappeared as the delay 

between the pump and signal pulses was increased as expected in DFG. 

The generated mid-IR spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.9(a). It spans from 7.5 to 11.6µm at 

the -20dB level and the FWHM is ~1.54µm. The coherent properties of the SC should be 

transferred to the mid-IR pulse through the DFG process [17]. We do not have the 

equipment to measure the actual mid-IR pulse duration, but we can estimate the pulse 

duration from the known crystal parameters and the mid-IR spectrum. The transform 

limited pulse duration is calculated to be 80fs (Fig. 5.9(b)) by taking the Fourier transform 

of the measured spectrum (assuming zero phase), which corresponds to 2.6 optical cycles 

at the center wavelength of 9.2µm. The walk-off between the idler and pump pulses is 

48fs/mm and the dispersion at the idler wavelength is about -1500fs2/mm or 34ps/(nm·km) 

(Fig. 5.6). Therefore, we expect the mid-IR pulse to be broadened by 96fs due to the 

Fig. 5.8. Thermal images of the mid-IR beam taken with a thermal camera for different 

temporal delays between pump and signal pulses. 
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temporal walk-off and by ~105fs due to the dispersion of the crystal. The acquired 

dispersion in the crystal can be then compensated by either prism or grating pairs.  

 

 

5.3 SCALING UP THE OUTPUT POWER AND PULSE ENERGY 

 

Erbium and thulium amplifiers are established technologies. The average output power 

from these amplifiers can be in the hundreds of watts levels. For that reason, we believe 

that the idler average output power can be scaled up to watts levels as well, which has not 

been done before with any other techniques. The crystal damage threshold may be the 

limiting factor. V. Petrov et al. [10] demonstrated that one can pump an AgGaS2 crystal 

using femtosecond pulses with peak intensity of ~100GW/cm2 without any damage and 

with conversion efficiency of 60%. In our current system we have used a peak intensity of 

Fig. 5.9. (a) – The measured spectrum of the mid-IR pulse train. (b)  – calculated zero-

phase Fourier transform of the mid-IR spectrum. 
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only ~3.7GW/cm2, which is still far from the damage threshold via nonlinear absorption. 

Besides, focusing geometry can be optimized for high power operation. We acknowledge 

that more experimental works need to be done in order to find out the ultimate output power 

of the idler pulses using this scheme. 

Considering current pulse durations (49fs and 80fs), laser spot diameter of 360µm, and 

average power of pump and signal to be 5W each, we would have the peak intensity of 

4GW/cm2 and average intensity of 10kW/cm2. Both of these values are below the linear 

and nonlinear damage thresholds. Such pump and signal powers should provide ~120mW 

of the mid-IR power. Even for higher powers we can focus the laser beam not as tight and 

be able to get higher mid-IR power, but we would probably need to remove the 

accumulated heat in the crystal. Having the average power and pulse durations the same 

but the repetition rate reduced from 40 to 2 MHz should provide 60% efficiency and 

450mW average idler power.To further increase the power at 9µm to watt level a nonlinear 

crystal with higher nonlinear and linear damage threshold. A good candidate for such 

crystal is ZnGeP2 [10]. 

 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel scheme for DFG based on a compact all-

fiber laser system. This scheme allows amplification of the pump pulses in an erbium fiber 

amplifier as well as the signal pulses in a thulium fiber amplifier. We used a compact 
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erbium mode-locked fiber laser at 1.56µm with a repetition rate of 40MHz to generate 

signal light at 1.88µm in a HNLF. Pump and signal pulse trains were amplified to 65mW 

and 85mW, respectively. This allowed us to generate up to a 1.55mW mid-IR frequency 

comb spanning from 7.5 to 11.6µm at a -20dB level with a photon conversion efficiency 

of ~16%. Our scheme should allow significant power scaling owing to established high 

power Er3+-doped and Tm3+-doped amplifier technologies. Moreover, the free space optics 

used to combine the pump and signal pulse trains can be eliminated (Fig. 5.10) by using 

pump/signal combiner and special fiber for stretching and compressing the optical pulses, 

so called chirped pulse amplification technique. Then, the nonlinear crystal can be just 

placed at the output fiber for generation of the idler wavelength. Such system is very 

attractive for its compact and robust design. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10. Schematic diagram of all-fiber DFG system. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

GENERATION OF THE SUPERCONTINUUM LIGHT  

AT THE MID-INFRARED WAVELENGTHS 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Mid-IR light sources have a number of important applications in spectroscopy [1], 

chemical detection [2, 3], remote sensing [4] and medicine [5]. There are several 

techniques for building a light source in the mid-IR spectral region [6] such as direct 

generation from solid state lasers or indirect generation using difference frequency 

generation, optical parametric interaction, or supercontinuum (SC) generation. We have 

discussed the light sources based on optical parametric mixing and difference frequency 

generation in the previous chapter and here we will focus on the generation of the SC. 

Supercontinuum generation seems to be the best approach for generating mid-IR light with 

extremely large continuous spectral bandwidth since conventional near-IR lasers can be 

used as the pump source. The technology of near-IR laser sources is quite mature due to 

years of research, development and commercialization from various groups worldwide.  

For SC generation, an appropriate fiber dispersion profile, high nonlinear coefficient 

and low propagation loss are essential. Light propagating in a fiber does not experience 

diffraction, which provides for high intensity over a long interaction length. For that reason 

optical fibers are commonly used to generate SC. For example, Qin et al. have 

demonstrated that ZBLAN fluoride fiber can generate broad SC up to 6.28µm with a 
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femtosecond pump laser at 1450nm (180fs pulse width, 400kW peak power) [7]. Highly 

nonlinear tellurite photonic crystal fiber (PCF) has been used to provide SC in the range 

between 789 to 4870nm using 100fs pulses at 1550nm with 19kW peak power [8]. 

Unfortunately, highly nonlinear solid-core fibers cannot generate light efficiently at 

wavelengths longer than 5-6µm due to high material absorption. Another drawback of 

these fibers is that they are typically very weak mechanically and it is difficult to splice 

them to conventional silica fibers. For that reason, most of the experimental work on SC 

generation in specialty optical fibers has used free space coupling which requires careful 

optical alignment and adjustment. 

Recently, liquid-core optical fibers [9-11] and liquid-core photonic crystal fibers (LC-

PCF) [12-15] have attracted attention as good candidates for SC generation in the mid-IR 

region due to the availability of mid-IR transparent and highly nonlinear liquids (e.g., CS2). 

It has been demonstrated that non-organic liquids such as CCl4 and CS2 have high 

transmission up to 12µm with few absorption peaks in the mid-IR region [16]. Bromine, 

an elemental liquid halogen, is transparent even up to 16µm [17]. These liquids have very 

high nonlinear coefficients that are up to two orders of magnitude higher than that of silica 

[18]. The potential for using these liquid fibers for nonlinear photonics has been pointed 

out in theoretical works [11-13]. Nevertheless, so far only a few researchers have 

demonstrated the use of the liquid core fibers for mid-IR generation. Bethge et al. have 

demonstrated SC generation ranging from 410 to 1640nm in a LC-PCF filled with water 

by pumping with 45fs pulses at 1200nm and 150MW peak power [14]. Another SC 

spanning from 700 to 1300nm has been demonstrated by Vieweg et al. with the use of 
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210fs pulses at 1030nm and ~10kW peak power in a LC-PCF filled with CCl4 [15]. The 

SC in these works however spanned only from the visible to the near-IR region. In their 

pioneering experiment, Bridges et al. used a LCOF filled with bromine to generate 7 Stokes 

Raman lines from 2.11 to 3.9µm [17]. A similar experiment with CBrCl3 performed by 

Chraplyvy and Bridges showed 12 discrete Stokes lines covering from 1.06 to 2.3µm [19]. 

In these experiments only distinct wavelengths were generated. To our knowledge, there is 

no experimental demonstration of SC generation in the mid-IR region using LCOF or LC-

PCF prior this work. 

In this communication, we report for the first time mid-IR SC generation spanning from 

1460nm to 2100nm and from 1790nm to 2400nm by using an integrated CS2-filled LCOF 

and compact mode-locked (ML) pump fiber lasers operating at 1560nm and 1910nm, 

respectively. Our all-fiber system does not require free space alignment, which makes it 

practical for building very compact mid-IR light sources. 

 

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

A schematic diagram of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1. It includes three 

main components: the pump laser source, the integrated LCOF filled with CS2 and a 
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monochromator for spectral domain characterization. We built and used pump laser 

sources operating at 1560nm and 1910nm for mid-IR SC generation. The first pump source 

was an amplified compact mode-locked fiber laser operating at 1560nm based on Er3+-

doped gain fiber technology. The seed oscillator was mode-locked using a fiber taper 

embedded in carbon nanotube/polymer composite saturable absorber (look chapter 2 for 

more details). A detailed description of the SA can be found in Ref. [20]. The oscillator 

emitted femtosecond pulses at 42MHz repetition rate and ~1mW average output power. 

The pulse train from the seed oscillator was first amplified using an Er3+-doped fiber 

amplifier before launching into the LCOF. The spectral bandwidth and the pulse duration 

Fig. 6.1. (a) – Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Hollow core fiber spliced with 

single mode silica fiber and filled with liquid makes the integrated LCOF. (b) – typical 

splice of the hollow core with solid core fiber.  
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after the amplifier at full width at half maximum (FWHM) were measured to be 10nm and 

400fs, respectively (Fig. 6.2). A variable attenuator was spliced after the amplifier to 

control the injected power to the LCOF. 

We used a commercial (Polymicro Inc.) hollow core silica fiber with 1.8µm core 

diameter to build the integrated LCOF. This small core fiber will support single mode 

operation for λ>1550nm after filling it with CS2 whose refractive index is 1.587 at 1560nm 

as determined using the Cauchy dispersion parameters for CS2 [21]. The integrated LCOF 

was prepared by performing a special splice between the hollow core fiber and standard 

silica core fiber. The silica core fiber is cleaved at ~5 degrees and hollow core fiber at zero 

degrees. After optimizing the current of the fusion splicer a half splice is performed keeping 

the hollow core unchanged (Fig. 6.1(b)). A more detailed description of the splicing 

technique can be found in Ref. [9]. CS2 was filled by capillary force, so no special 

Fig. 6.2. (a) – Spectrum of the erbium fiber laser. (b) – Intensity autocorrelation of the 

amplified pulses from the erbium fiber laser. 
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pressurized equipment was needed. In this work, we have optimized the gap-splicing 

technique reported in [9] by using an ultrahigh NA fiber as the bridge-fiber for better mode 

matching. As the result, the average transmission of the integrated LCOF (SMF28-LCOF-

SMF28) was measured to be around 64% at 1560nm. This is about 1dB of loss for each 

splice between the LCOF and the SMF28 fiber. Here we neglected the absorption loss of 

CS2, which is very small in the near-IR region. Several integrated LCOF samples were 

prepared for the supercontinuum generation experiments. The length of LCOF in each 

sample was 16 +/- 0.5cm. A typical transmission spectrum of the neat liquid CS2 used in 

our experiments, which was measured using a 1cm long cuvette with a UV-VIS-NIR Cary 

spectrophotometer (Model number 5000), is presented in Fig. 6.3. We notice nearly 100% 

transmission for a very broad wavelength range except an absorption dip of about 30% at 

2.22µm. The origin of this absorption dip is most likely the overtone of the vibrational band 

ν3 of CS2 at ~1500cm-1 (3ν3 = 4500cm-1 = 2.22µm) [22]. 

Fig. 6.3. Transmission spectrum of neat liquid CS2 measured using a spectrophotometer 

with a 1cm long cuvette. 
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We spliced one end of the integrated LCOF directly to the output of a variable 

attenuator for controlling the injected power. The other end of the integrated LCOF was 

used to deliver light into a monochromator (SPEX M270). The grating in the spectrometer 

had 300 grooves/mm with a blaze angle optimized for 2µm. The monochromator was 

equipped with a cooled InAs detector which could measure wavelengths from 1µm to about 

4µm. 

We recorded the output spectrum of the supercontinuum at 8mW and 50mW input 

power levels. The spectra are shown in Fig. 6.4. We found that the spectrum at the output 

of the LCOF was extended primarily to longer wavelengths. The shorter wavelength edge 

of the SC is about 1460nm (at -20 dB level). The longer wavelength edge reached 2100nm 

at ~50mW average pump power (corresponding to 3kW peak power). For higher peak 

Fig. 6.4. Normalized pump laser spectrum and supercontinuum spectra at the output of the 

LCOF using 1560nm femtosecond laser pumping at 8mW and 50mW average powers. 

Spectra are separated by 10 dB for clarity. 
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powers of the pump laser, the transmission through the LCOF reduced significantly after a 

few minutes of operation. We repeated the experiment with other integrated LCOF samples 

and observed the same behavior, so this is a repeatable feature which is currently a 

limitation of our approach. Furthermore, we observed bubbles emerging from the splice 

between the LCOF and the standard single mode fiber when the pump peak power was 

>3kW. A photograph of the splice, where the bubble formation is visible, is shown in Fig. 

6.5. Green light generation and a noticeable acoustic signal were also present during the 

bubble formation process. Previous works have pointed out that multi-photon absorption 

(MPA) can occur in CS2 for near-IR excitation wavelengths, due to strong linear absorption 

for wavelengths in near-UV region [23], and this absorption can result in heating [24-26]. 

We hence assume that the mechanism of bubble formation may come from this MPA 

facilitated heating, which can lead to a significant temperature increase and create bubbles 

in the LCOF (the boiling point of neat liquid CS2 is only 46ºC at ambient pressure). To 

verify this hypothesis, we launched a CW laser at 1560nm with ~200mW average power 

and then a CW laser at 980nm with >100mW power into another integrated LCOF sample; 

no bubble formation or transmission decrease was observed over a long period of time 

because MPA is ineffective with a CW laser. 

These observations support the hypothesis that LCOF filled with CS2 experiences an 

MPA heating effect for pump wavelengths shorter than 1560nm. Due to the presumed 

MPA nature of the process, we expect that shorter near IR pump wavelengths will have 

lower maximum peak power that can be transmitted through the fiber without degradation. 
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This limits the amount of injected power and consequently limits the broadening of the SC 

spectrum. 

To overcome this MPA issue, we decided to use a longer wavelength pump: a mode-

locked Tm-doped fiber laser at 1910nm. A SA based on a taper embedded in carbon 

nanotube/polymer composite was also used to mode-lock the Tm3+-doped fiber laser.  

Detailed description of the mode-locked Tm-doped fiber laser can be found in Ref. [27]. 

The ML oscillator emitted a femtosecond pulse train (~900fs) at a repetition rate of 40MHz 

and ~4mW average output power. The output pulse train from the oscillator was scaled up 

to ~102mW (limited by our available 1570nm pump power) by using a Tm3+-doped fiber 

Fig. 6.5. Photograph of the bubbles rising up from the splice in the cuvette filled with CS2 

when the pump power of the femtosecond fiber laser at 1560nm was > 50mW. Green light 

generation (green dot) and noticeable acoustic signal were also present during the bubble 

formation process. 
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amplifier. The duration of the pulses at the output of the amplifier became 180fs and the 

spectral bandwidth grew to ~38nm due to nonlinear spectral broadening in the amplifier 

(Fig. 6.6.). The estimated peak power was 14kW for 102mW average power. The total 

transmission through the integrated LCOF at 1910nm was measured to be ~60%. The 

LCOF filled with neat CS2 supported single mode operation as well at 1910nm (V number 

~1.97). The spectrum from the output of the LCOF at 16mW and 102mW pump powers 

were recorded and plotted in Fig. 6.7.  

At the maximal 102mW available pump power, we generated a broad SC ranging from 

1790nm to 2400nm. A dip appeared at around 2.22µm in the SC spectrum due to the 

absorption of CS2 in this region (see Fig. 1b).  We did not observe the MPA heating effect 

in this case even at our highest available pump power level of 102mW.  This means that 

Fig. 6.6. (a) – Spectrum of the erbium fiber laser. (b) – Intensity autocorrelation of the 

amplified pulses from the erbium fiber laser. 
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higher pump power may be used to expand the SC spectrum further to the longer 

wavelength side. 

 

 

6.3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

 

We performed numerical simulation to investigate the behavior of the SC at different 

pump power levels. The generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which describes the 

propagation of optical pulses in an optical fiber, was solved numerically using the 4th order 

Runge–Kutta in the interaction picture method [28]. 

Fig. 6.7. Normalized pump laser spectrum and the supercontinuum spectra at the output of 

the LCOF using 1910nm femtosecond laser pumping at 16mW and 102mW average 

powers. Spectra are separated by 10dB for clarity 
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First, we performed the numerical simulation with similar conditions as used in the 

experiments. The dispersion of the LCOF was calculated up to fifth order of the Taylor 

expansion by combining the waveguide dispersion for the 1.8µm diameter core fiber and 

the material dispersion of CS2. The calculated values of dispersion for both wavelengths 

1560nm and 1910nm are summarized in Table 6.1. The linear loss of the fiber was 

neglected because of the short fiber length and low absorption loss of CS2 except for the 

peak absorption at 2.22µm, which was deduced from the absorption spectrum shown in 

Fig. 6.3 to be 35m-1. The nonlinear coefficient of CS2 was taken from Ref. [25] to be 12·10-

19 W/m2.  We used the model of Raman response function reported in Ref. [12]. The 

fractional contribution of the Raman response to the total nonlinear polarization was 0.89. 

The pump pulses were considered transform-limited with Gaussian form. The pulse 

duration of 400fs and 180fs were used for 1560nm and 1910nm, respectively. 

The simulation results for different input power levels are presented in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9.  

The spectrum in our simulations extends mostly to the longer wavelength side because the 

Raman contribution to the nonlinear optical response of CS2 plays the dominant role in the 

SC generation process. These observations match the behavior of SC generation in the 

 

Table 6.1. Calculated effective area and dispersion values used in our simulation for 

1560nm and 1910nm 
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experiment. The simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental data for 

both pump wavelengths (see Fig. 6.4 and 6.7).  

Fig. 6.9. Simulated spectra of pump and supercontinuum generation in 16cm of LCOF 

using 1910nm pumping at different average pump powers. Spectra are normalized and 

separated by 10dB for clarity. 

Fig. 6.8. Simulated spectra of pump and supercontinuum generation in 16cm of LCOF 

using 1560nm pumping at different average pump powers. The fiber parameters and pump 

pulse characteristics used in the calculations were similar to the experimental conditions. 

Spectra are normalized and separated by 10dB for clarity. 
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We used our numerical modeling tool to simulate the SC formed in the LCOF at higher 

pump powers than what we currently have to understand how far the spectrum can extend. 

The duration of the pulses was still 180fs, the center laser wavelength was at 1910nm and 

repetition rate was 40MHz. The results of our simulation are shown in Fig. 6.10 for 

different pump powers. At 1W average power (corresponding to 138kW peak power) of 

the injected pump, the spectrum extended to 4.1µm. With 4W average pump power 

(560kW peak power) we observed a very broad SC that reached beyond 9µm. It is 

important to note that our calculation did not take into account the absorption loss in the 

silica cladding of the LCOF or the absorption peaks in CS2 beyond 3µm. At such high peak 

power levels we might see the MPA effect which may damage the integrated LCOF as we 

have observed in case of 1560nm pumping. We will also need to consider self-focusing 

effect which we estimate to happen at ~283kW peak power [29].To realize our simulation 

results we will need to optimize not only the pump laser system to achieve higher peak 

power levels but also the material used in the hollow core fiber. 

Fig. 6.10. Simulated spectra of the pump and supercontinuum generation in 16cm of LCOF 

using 1910nm pumping at average powers of 1W and 4W. 
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6.4 CONCLUSION 

 

We have demonstrated for the first time supercontinuum generation in the mid-IR 

region using an integrated LCOF filled with CS2. We were able to generate a SC covering 

from 1460nm to 2100nm using an Er-doped femtosecond fiber laser at 1560nm and from 

1790nm to 2400nm using a Tm-doped femtosecond fiber laser at 1910nm. We observed 

that spectral broadening mostly occurs on the longer wavelength side due to the significant 

contribution of the slow Raman process to the total nonlinear optical response of liquid 

CS2. This feature is very interesting for mid-IR generation. Detailed numerical modeling 

was carried out and the calculation results are in good agreement with our experimental 

data. Recently, it has been shown that having the dispersion of the LCOF close to zero 

value at the pump wavelength significantly broadens the supercontinuum light [30]. 

Further development of the liquid core optical fiber platform should allow the generation 

of the SC light beyond 6µm. 
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